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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N
1.1 quantum computation and diamond
In 1982 Richard Feynman [1] proposed an idea of a computer based
on quantum systems which takes advantage of quantum phenomena
to perform simulations of other quantum systems. While the bits of a
classical computer can take one of two states 0 or 1, the bits of a quan-
tum computer, called qubits, can take arbitrary superpositions of the
eigenstates |0〉 and |1〉. Moreover a qubit of a quantum register can be
entangled with the other qubits. This entanglement can be regarded
as a global superposition among the eigenstates of the participating
qubits. It is expected that for some mathematical issues quantum algo-
rithms exploiting quantum mechanics will be faster than their classi-
cal counterparts. For example for Grover’s algorithm, which is meant
for searching in unsorted databases, a quadratic speedup is expected.
Other quantum algorithms are expected to be exponentially faster
than their classical counterparts. The development of quantum com-
puters is a very ambitious target. To this end, the most challenging
task would be the coherent control of an ensemble of qubits and the
measurement of its quantum states, meaning the extraction of quan-
tum information from the microscopic quantum world into the macro-
scopic classical world with a high fidelity. By today, a lot of effort has
been spent on improving the understanding of quantum mechanical
effects and the development of possible quantum processor architec-
tures. That a quantum system can be used for computation tasks has
been shown in 2001 by a group at IBM [2] where 15 was factorized
into 5 · 3 by implementing Shor’s quantum factoring algorithm. In this
work, molecules in solution with seven distinguishable spins (qubits)
were excited and readout by the method of nuclear magnetic reso-
nance (NMR). In 2012, the factorization of 15 was repeated by using
superconducting circuits [3], and the factorization of 21 was achieved
[4].
A set of requirements, which has to be fulfilled by a quantum sys-
tem to be used as a quantum computer, was defined by DiVincenzo
[5]. But so far, no system has been found which fulfills all require-
ments. It fact, it arises that there will not be that perfect system but
rather hybrid systems combining the advantages of different systems
in one [6]. For example the Nitrogen-Vacancy (NV) centers in dia-
mond can be regarded as a natural semi-hybrid system. A NV-center
possesses an electron spin, which can be excited conveniently by ir-
radiation of oscillating electromagnetic fields in a microwave range,
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and it is optically active. Since the fluorescence emission depends on
the electron spin state, an optical detection of the electron paramag-
netic resonance signal of a single NV-center is possible. This makes
NV defect centers in diamond promising candidates for quantum in-
formation processing [7]. By isotopical engineering it is possible to
create 12C enriched diamond samples which show very long trans-
verse coherence times T∗2 for solid state quantum systems. T∗2 of the
12C enriched sample used in this thesis was > 200 µs. NV-centers can
occur naturally in diamonds but can also be implanted artificially
by irradiation with nitrogen ions [8, 9]. It was shown that laser in-
duced desorption occurs by irradiation with a short-pulse ultraviolet
laser below the threshold for ablation which allows smooth etching
of the diamond surface [10] and could be used to create structures
on the diamonds surface after the implantation and creation of NV-
centers. Due to couplings to other NV-centers or impurities like 13C’s
and 14N’s multipartite hybrid quantum registers can be realized in
diamond [11, 12, 13].
Besides the application in the field of quantum computation, fur-
ther schemes exist to use NV-centers for applications like magnetome-
try [14, 15, 16], electrometry [17] and for spatial scanning applications
with nanometer resolution [18]. The recently measured temperature
dependence of the zero-field splitting constant [19, 20, 21] indicates
that it may also be used as a nanoscale temperature sensor. Overall,
NV-centers in diamond provide powerful test-grounds for examining
quantum protocols which might be used in quantum computation as
well as for improving the understanding of solid state physics and
quantum mechanics in general.
1.2 thesis overview
This thesis is subdivided into the following chapters. In chapter 2
I give an introduction to NV-centers in diamond. This chapter con-
tains the presentation of the NV-center in the diamond lattice, a short
overview of the samples used in this thesis, a simplified model of
the electronic level structure, an introduction to the spin dependent
fluorescence emission of the NV-center, an introduction to the NV’s
electronic ground state spin Hamiltonian and the electron param-
agnetic resonance spectrum which can be detected optically. It is
also discussed how to manipulate single as well as double-quantum
transitions, the issue of relaxation of the electron spin coherence is
broached and sequences to extend the transverse coherence time are
introduced.
In chapter 3 the electronic and optical setups, which I built up dur-
ing the work of my thesis, are introduced. Chapter 4 presents the mea-
surements of a broadband excitation sequence by chirped microwave
pulses which we introduced to the NV-center community. Part of this
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chapter was published in Ref. [22]. Chapter 5 shows the results of
measurements which were aimed to extend the transverse coherence
time of single as well as double-quantum coherences. The first part of
chapter 5 was published in Ref. [23]. In chapter 6, I present measure-
ments of two-pulse electron spin echo envelope modulations of single
NV-centers. It is shown that the modulations are also observable by
the application of CPMG sequences. Ramsey measurements indicate
that the modulations are attributed to hyperfine coupled 13C’s which
were in the close proximity to the NV-centers. In chapter 7, I present
analyses which show that the nuclear spin of the 14N atom of the
NV-center can be controlled via the NV electron spin by applying a
strongly modulating pulse.
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Diamond is a condensed phase of carbon. Its lattice is formed by
strong covalent bonds between carbon atoms, which leads to the high-
est hardness among natural crystals and makes diamond chemically
inert. A pure diamond is optically transparent and colorless, but it be-
comes colored by defects or contamination with impurities substitut-
ing carbon atoms of the lattice. Among various kinds of color centers,
the nitrogen-vacancy (NV-) center has drawn much attentions in the
quantum information community due to its unique features, such as
spin-dependent fluorescence and optical stability. This chapter gives
an introduction to basic optical and spin properties of NV-centers.
2.1 diamond and the nv-center
Diamond is one possible solid state in which pure carbon can occur
in nature. Other forms are for example graphite, fullerenes etc. In
the diamond lattice the carbon atoms are covalently bonded by sp3
hybrid-orbitals with tetrahedral geometry. Diamond is a naturally oc-
curring material with the largest known hardness. The hardness of
a diamond crystal is anisotropic which makes it possible to use dia-
monds for grinding diamonds. Diamond’s ignition point in air is 700
- 800 °C. In air diamond converts to graphite at ≈ 700 °C in vacuum
at > 1700 °C. In the case of graphite the carbon atoms are bonded
by sp2 hybrid-orbitals with layers (transverse direction) of covalent
bonds. In longitudinal direction the layers are connected by Van-der-
Waals forces. Thus the hardness of graphite is more anisotropic than
of diamond. Diamonds are very robust with respect to chemical re-
actions. Pure diamonds are optically transparent and colorless. Due
to defects in the lattice and impurity atoms, diamonds can gain col-
ors. Among all known diamond impurities the NV defect center is
one with the most interesting optical and electronic properties. An
introduction to the optical and electronic properties of the diamond
NV-center is given in the following.
2.1.1 Crystal Structure and Types
The lattice constant of diamond is 0.357 nm. Eight atoms are located
in a unit cell. The distance between adjacent atoms is 0.154 nm. The
atomic density of the diamond lattice is with an atomic packing factor
of approximately 0.34 relatively small. The diamond crystal structure
is face-centered cubic with a basis of two carbon atoms located along
5
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the direction 〈1, 1, 1〉 and separated by 1/4 of the unit cell length.
This is equivalent to two face-centered cubic crystal lattices which
are displaced by 1/4 of the unit cell length along the same direction
〈1, 1, 1〉. Each carbon atom is covalently bonded to four adjacent car-
bon atoms resulting in a tetrahedral geometry. One of the most often
occurring natural impurities in diamond is nitrogen. In case of the
nitrogen-vacancy (NV) defect center a nitrogen atom substituting a
carbon atom is coupled to an adjacent vacancy site. The NV-center is
of C3ν symmetry. In fig. 1 a scheme of the diamond crystal with a NV-
center is shown. The gray spheres denote carbon atoms while the red
sphere shows the location of the nitrogen atom. The green spheres rep-
resent the four possible locations of the vacancy. The solid black lines
indicate bonds to the next neighbors. Figure 46 in section A.1 of the
appendix shows a CW-ODMR spectrum of two different orientated
NV-centers.
Figure 1: Nitrogen-Vacancy center and Diamond crystal structure. Gray: Lo-
cations of the carbon atoms. Green: Four possible locations of the
vacancy. Red: Location of the nitrogen atom. The solid black lines
indicate bonds to the next neighbors. The line thickness is varied
for visual purposes and reduces for atoms farther away.
Depending on the concentration of the nitrogen impurities and the
distribution in the crystal, diamonds are classified as different types.
An overview of this classification is given in tab. 1 [24, 25]. For this
thesis single NV-centers in artificially grown diamond crystals with
low nitrogen concentrations were used. Since nitrogen was the only
significant impurity in diamond, our samples were of type IIa.
2.2 synthesis method and samples
For the measurements presented in this thesis we used two different
samples, both are single crystals of type IIa (cf. tab. 1). One is an artifi-
cially grown diamond with a natural abundance of 13C (concentration
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Type N Content Sub-Type Feature [N] in ppm
I high
Ia aggregates of N < 3000
Ib single substitutional N < 500
II low
IIa very low N content <~ 1
IIb significant boron
content
→ p-type
semiconductor
<~ 1
Table 1: Classification of diamonds.
≈ 1.1 %) the other is a 12C enriched (concentration ≈ 99.995 %) arti-
ficially grown crystal. The natural abundance diamond sample had a
N concentration of < 5 ppb . We received this sample from our collab-
oration partner Prof. Fedor Jelezko from the University of Stuttgart
respectively Ulm (Germany). The enriched sample was prepared by
our Japanese collaboration partners Prof. Isoya Junichi from the Uni-
versity of Tsukuba (Japan). It was grown at 5.5 GPa and 1400 °C from
Co-Ti-Cu alloy by using a temperature gradient method. As a solid
carbon source, polycrystalline diamond plates synthesized by chemi-
cal vapor deposition (CVD) utilizing 12C enriched methane were used
[26]. Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) analysis has shown
that typically a 12C concentration of 99.995 % in the grown crystals
was achieved. The crystal was irradiated at room temperature with
2 MeV electrons and a total flux intensity of 1011/cm2. Subsequently
it was annealed at 1000 °C for 2 hours in vacuum.
2.3 spin state dependent fluorescence
Electron paramagnetic resonance measurements showed that the elec-
tronic ground state of the NV-center is a triplet state with an elec-
tron spin S = 1. As nitrogen has 5 valence electrons, but an electron
spin of S = 1 requires an even number of electrons, it is assumed
that NV-centers are negatively charged[27]. Adjacent impurities like
other nitrogen atoms are supposed to donate the additional electron.
The negative charge state is the most likely charge state (probability
≈ 70 %) of the NV-center but the neutral charge state does also occur
(probability ≈ 30 %) [28, 29]. The conversion between the different
charge states is induced by optical excitation. In case of the neutral
NV-center the total number of electrons is 5 and the electron-spin
is S = 1/2. The charge state of the nitrogen defect affects also the
photon-emission spectrum of the center as shown in fig. 2. The blue
curve shows the photon emission of the neutrally charged NV-center
and the red curve those of the negatively charged center. The wave-
lengths of the zero-phonon lines are 575 nm for the neutrally charged
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Figure 2: Emission Spectrum of NV0 and NV−. The blue curve shows the
emission spectrum of the neutral and the red of the negatively
charged NV-center. The asterisks denote the zero-phonon lines of
the corresponding NV-center. The inset shows the location of the
NV-center in the diamond lattice [30].
NV-center (marked by the blue asterisk) and 637 nm for the negatively
charged center (marked by the red asterisk). The inset shows the NV-
center in the diamond lattice. Unless otherwise mentioned, we use
‘NV-center’ by meaning the negatively charged defect center.
The electron ground and excited state of the NV-center are triplet
states. It is assumed that the NV-center has two (newer theories pre-
dict three [31]) intermediate singlet states. Here, we will use a simpli-
fied picture and proceed with the assumption of a single intermediate
singlet state. Figure 3 shows a scheme of the electronic level struc-
ture. After an optical excitation the electrons can either relax directly
into the electronic ground state by photon emission, which is a spin
conserving process, or indirectly by an inter-system crossing process,
which is not spin conserving. By transition into the intermediate state
the electrons relax via infrared photon emission [32] and phonon scat-
tering. The probability of an inter-system crossing depends on the
electron spin and is for the |ms = ±1〉 spin states higher than for
|ms = 0〉. Electrons, which are in the spin state |ms = 0〉, relax mainly
due to spin conserving photon emission. Relaxation from the interme-
diate state to the electronic ground state is not spin conserving and
occurs mainly into the |ms = 0〉 spin state. Via this relaxation path no
or at least only infrared photons, which are usually filtered out by the
detection system, are emitted [33]. Since less photons will be detected
when the electrons are in the spin states |ms = ±1〉 (the infrared pho-
tons are not detected from the detection system), theses states are
called dark states while |ms = 0〉 is called bright state. As a result of the
spin selective relaxation process a polarization of the |ms = 0〉 spin
state is achieved under optical excitation which reaches a maximum
2.4 spin hamiltonian 9
Energy
0 500
3A2
3E
0
+1
-1
+1
-1
0
B [G]
Intermediate
State
Figure 3: Electronic energy levels of NV-center (based on [35]). 3 A2 is the
electronic ground and 3E the excited state. For the sake of simplic-
ity only one intermediate state is shown. The green arrows indicate
an optical excitation with green laser light. The red arrows indi-
cate direct relaxation via photon emission. The gray solid arrows
indicate strong and the dotted gray arrows weak inter-system tran-
sitions. The gray vertical line at 500 G marks a level anti-crossing
of the electron excited state, another anti-crossing (which is not
shown here) occurs at ≈ 1030 G for the electronic ground state
[36, 37, 35]. The lifetime for electrons trapped in the intermediate
state is ∼ 150− 450 ns [33].
of ≈ 90 % [34]. Any population change by resonant excitation with
microwave pulses between the |ms = 0〉 ↔ |ms = ±1〉 spin levels can
thus be detected via the photon scattering rate [7].
2.4 spin hamiltonian
The two stable nitrogen isotopes 15N and 14N are known to occur in
NV-centers in diamond. Because 15N has a nuclear spin I = 1/2 and
14N of I = 1 the corresponding NV-centers can be distinguished by
their spectrum which show different number of lines due to hyper-
fine interaction. Since the measurements presented in this thesis were
performed with 14NV-centers only, 15NV-centers will not be further
discussed. For the sake of simplicity we abbreviate 14NV by NV in
the following. A theoretical analysis about the spin states of the NV
electronic ground state is given in Ref. [38]. In this chapter we intro-
duce the theoretical framework which is relevant for the description
of the NV electron and the nuclear spin in this thesis.
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2.4.1 Quadrupole Interaction
The nuclear spin of the 14N in the NV-center is I14N = 1. A nucleus
with spin I ≥ 1 is exposed to electric field gradients, generated by
surrounding electrons and nuclei, which interact with the charge dis-
tribution of the nucleus and partially lifts its spin level degeneracy.
This interaction is called nuclear quadrupole interaction and is indepen-
dent of the external magnetic field. The relevant nuclear quadrupole
interaction of the 14N nuclear spin of the NV-center is given by:
Hnq = P0
[
I2z −
1
3
I (I + 1)2
]
,
with P0 = −5.04 MHz.
2.4.2 Zero Field Splitting
For a system of electron spin S ≥ 1, the individual electrons produce
a permanent internal field which partly removes the spin degeneracy.
This energy splitting is independent of any external magnetic field
and is called zero-field-splitting. Due to the rotational symmetry of the
NV-center the Hamiltonian of the zero-field splitting is given by:
Hz f = D
[
S2z −
1
3
S (S + 1)
]
,
with D = 2.872 GHz [39].
2.4.3 Hyperfine Interaction
A hyperfine interaction describes the coupling between an electron spin
and a nuclear spin. It consists of two coupling components, an orien-
tation dependent (anisotropic) part which is usually given by a dipo-
lar coupling and an orientation independent (isotropic) part which
is given by the Fermi contact interaction. The hyperfine interaction
can be expressed in operator form which includes the isotropic and
anisotropic parts. It is given by:
Hh f = Hh f , aniso + Hh f , iso = SAI . (1)
The hyperfine coupling tensor A is given by:
A =
 Axx Axy AxzAyx Ayy Ayz
Azx Azy Azz
 . (2)
The hyperfine terms of Eq. (1) can be divided into groups with
respect to the Cartesian coordinates of the spin operators:
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• Secular terms:
AzzSz Iz .
• Pseudo-secular terms:
AzxSz Ix and AzySz Iy .
• Non-secular terms:
AxzSx Iz, AyzSy Iz,
AxySx Iy, AyxSy Ix,
AxxSx Ix and AyySy Iy .
Since the tensor A is symmetric (Aij = Aji ) it can be transformed
into diagonal form with:
A =
 Axx 0 00 Ayy 0
0 0 Azz
 .
The isotropic part is now expressed by the isotropic mean-value:
Aiso =
1
3
(
Axx + Ayy + Azz
)
,
the anisotropy is given by:
∆A = Azz − Aiso ,
and an asymmetry parameter is defined with:
η =
Ayy − Axx
∆A
.
The diagonal elements have to be ordered appropriately to get the
minimal positive value for η (0 ≤ η ≤ 1).
2.4.3.1 14N Hyperfine Interaction
Because of the axial symmetry of the NV-center, the principal coor-
dinate systems of the hyperfine interaction tensor and the zero-field
splitting are equal and the hyperfine tensor is given in diagonal form:
A14N =
 A⊥14N 0 00 A⊥14N 0
0 0 A||14N
 .
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Thus the hyperfine Hamiltonian can be written as:
HHF14N = A||14N Sz Iz,14N︸ ︷︷ ︸
sec.
+ A⊥14N
(
Sx Ix,14N + Sy Iy,14N
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
nonsec.
. (3)
The value of the secular term is A||14N = 2.15 MHz and of the non-
secular term is A⊥14N = 2.3 MHz [40]
1.
2.4.3.2 13C Hyperfine Interaction
Carbon has two stable isotopes 12C and 13C. The natural abundance
of 12C, which is spinless, is 98.9 %. 13C, which has a nuclear spin
I = 1/2, has a natural abundance of 1.1 %. The precise form of the
hyperfine interaction between 13C and the NV electron spin is still
under research [41]. The relevant parts of the hyperfine Hamiltonian,
which were used within the simulations shown in this thesis, are:
HHF13C = A||13C Sz Iz,13C︸ ︷︷ ︸
sec.
+ A⊥13C
(
Sx Ix,13C + Sy Iy,13C
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
nonsec.
+
Aps13C
(
Sz Ix,13C + Sz Iy,13C + Sx Iz,13C + Sy Iz,13C
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
pseudosec.
. (4)
The coefficients A||13C , A⊥13C and Aps13C are the secular, non-secular
and pseudo-secular hyperfine coupling constants. It was assumed
that the hyperfine interaction is symmetric η = 0 such that A⊥13C,xx =
A⊥13C,yy = A⊥13C . The values of the hyperfine parameters depend on
the distance between the NV-center and the 13C. The size of the sec-
ular contribution A||13C has been measured for several
13C with dif-
ferent separations [42, 43]. It reaches a maximum of ≈ 130 MHz for
a 13C in a nearest-neighbor lattice site [7, 39]. In this thesis a cou-
pling strength of A||13C ≈ 126.5 MHz in a chirped Ramsey experi-
ment at a weak external magnetic field strength was measured [22]
(cf. section 4.2.5). The results of a chirped Ramsey measurement at a
‘higher’ magnetic field strength (cf. section 4.2.6) and the correspond-
ing simulations (cf. section 4.2.7) indicate that the hyperfine tensor for
the nearest-neighbor 13C is even more complex. Here, we obtained
for the components of the hyperfine Hamiltonian given by Eq. (4):
A||13C = 123.5 MHz, A⊥13C = 127 MHz and Aps13C = −4 MHz. More
details are given in sec. 4.2.7.
2.4.4 Total Spin Hamiltonian
Including all terms introduced in the sections above the entire NV
Hamiltonian is:
1 In the reference the secular hyperfine term is A‖ = 2.1 MHz. Here we will proceed
with the value given in the text since it corresponds to what we have measured.
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Htot = He + (H14N + HHF14N ) + (H13C + HHF13C) . (5)
He = D
(
S2z −
2
3
1
)
+ geµBBS (6)
H14N = P
(
I2z,14N −
2
3
1
)
− g14Nµ14NBI14N (7)
H13C = −g13Cµ13CBI13C . (8)
The values of the zero-field splitting D and the 14N nuclear quadrupole
interaction have been introduced in sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.1. The sec-
ond terms of Eq. (6) to (8) are Zeeman interactions and the gyro-
magnetic ratios are for the electron: geµB = 2.8 MHz/G, for the
14N:
g14Nµ14N = 0.31 kHz/G and for the
13C: g13Cµ13C = 1.07 kHz/G. The
hyperfine interaction Hamiltonians HHF14N and HHF13C are given by
Eq. (3) and (4).
2.5 epr spectrum
The fluorescence emission of the NV-center depends on the spin state
of the electron which allows the optical detection of the electron para-
magnetic resonance (EPR) spectrum. Depending on the experimental
conditions the EPR spectrum contains frequencies which can be at-
tributed to transitions with different transition probabilities. The tran-
sition frequencies and the spin energy levels as well as the transition
probabilities depend on experimental conditions, for example like the
orientation of an external magnetic field. This dependency is shown
in section 2.5.1 where we give analytical expressions for the energy
levels of the electron spin which were gained from the perturbation
theory. We compare these results with numerically gained results. In
section 2.5.2 we show the optically detected EPR spectrum. In section
2.5.3 the formalism to calculate the transition probability for a given
excitation operator is introduced.
2.5.1 Perturbation Analysis
The Hamiltonian given by Eq. (5) can easily be diagonalized by nu-
merical means. But to get more insights, for example in how an ex-
ternal magnetic field influences the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian,
analytical expressions are needed. As the analytical diagonalization
of a Hamiltonian is not an easy task and sometimes not feasible, ap-
proximation methods like the perturbation theory can be used to gain
the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian. To apply this
approach the system Hamiltonian is split into a non-perturbed (sec-
ular) and a perturbed (non-secular) part. Here, the non-perturbed
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part is given by H0 and the perturbed part by V. In the case of non-
degenerated eigenvalues the following expressions can be used to
calculate the first and second order corrections for the eigenvalues of
H0 [44]:
∆(1)n =
〈
n(0)|V|n(0)
〉
= Vnn
∆(2)n =
〈
n(0)|V|n(1)
〉
= ∑
k 6=n
|Vnk|2
E(0)n − E(0)k
. (9)
E(0)n is the n-th eigenvalue of the non-perturbed Hamiltonian H0 and∣∣∣n(0)〉 denotes the n-th non-perturbed eigenstate. ∆(i)n denotes the i-th
order correction of E(0)n and
∣∣∣n(1)〉, which is given by:∣∣∣n(1)〉 = ∑
k 6=n
Vnk
E(0)n − E(0)k
∣∣∣k(0)〉 ,
is the first order corrections of the n-th eigenstate. To apply the pertur-
bation theory approach the contributions of the perturbation V to the
system have to be small compared to H0 (i.e. |Vnn| 
∣∣∣E(0)n − E(0)k ∣∣∣).
For the results shown in this section we used the Hamiltonian given
by Eq. (5) neglecting the coupling to any 13C. We assumed that the
NV-center is exposed to an external magnetic field of an arbitrary ori-
entation with respect to the NV symmetry axis. The secular H0 and
non-secular parts V of the NV Hamiltonian are given by:
H0 = Hsec.e + H
sec.
14N + H
sec.
HF14N (10)
V = Hnonsec.e + H
nonsec.
14N + H
nonsec.
HF14N . (11)
For details regarding the components of the Hamiltonians compare
section 2.4. The unperturbed eigenvalues of H0 given in unit of fre-
quency are:
|−1,−1〉 : E1 = D + P3 + A‖14N − (ce + c14N) Bz
|−1, 0〉 : E2 = D− 2P3 − ceBz
|−1,+1〉 : E3 = D + P3 − A‖14N − (ce − c14N) Bz
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| 0,−1〉 : E4 = −2D− P3 − c14N Bz
| 0, 0〉 : E5 = −23 (D + P)
| 0,+1〉 : E6 = −2D− P3 + c14N Bz
|+1,−1〉 : E7 = D + P3 − A‖14N + (ce − c14N) Bz
|+1, 0〉 : E8 = D− 2P3 + ceBz
|+1,+1〉 : E9 = D + P3 + A‖14N + (ce + c14N) Bz ,
with ce = geµB and c14N = g14Nµ14N . The expressions |mS = 0,±1, mI = 0,±1〉
to the left of the above equations denote the spin quantum numbers
corresponding to the eigenvalues. The first and second order correc-
tions to the unperturbed eigenvalues are:
δE1 =
1
2
(
B2x + B
2
y
) [ c214N
A‖14N − P + Bzc14N
+
c2e
A‖14N + D− Bzce
]
δE2 =
A2⊥14N
D + P− Bzc14N − Bzce +
1
2
(
B2x + B
2
y
) [ c214N
A‖14N + P + Bzc14N
− c
2
14N
A‖14N − P + Bzc14N
+
c2e
D− Bzce
]
δE3 = −
A2⊥14N
A‖14N − D + P + Bzc14N + Bzce
−
1
2
(
B2x + B
2
y
) [ c214N
A‖14N + P + Bzc14N
+
c2e
A‖14N − D + Bzce
]
δE4 = −
A2⊥14N
D + P− Bzc14N − Bzce −
1
2
(
B2x + B
2
y
) [ c214N
P− Bzc14N +
c2e
A‖14N + D− Bzce
+
c2e
D− A‖14N + Bzce
]
δE5 = A2⊥14N
[
1
A‖14N − D + P + Bzc14N + Bzce
− 1
D− A‖14N − P + Bzc14N + Bzce
]
−
1
2
(
B2x + B
2
y
) [ c2e
D + Bzce
+
c2e
D− Bzce −
c214N
P + Bzc14N
− c
2
14N
P− Bzc14N
]
δE6 = −
A2⊥14N
D + P + Bzc14N + Bzce
−
1
2
(
B2x + B
2
y
) [ c214N
P + Bzc14N
+
c2e
A‖14N + D + Bzce
− c
2
e
A‖14N − D + Bzce
]
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δE7 =
A2⊥14N
D− A‖14N − P + Bzc14N + Bzce
−
1
2
(
B2x + B
2
y
) [ c214N
A‖14N + P− Bzc14N
− c
2
e
D− A‖14N + Bzce
]
δE8 =
A2⊥14N
D + P + Bzc14N + Bzce
+
1
2
(
B2x + B
2
y
) [ c2e
D + Bzce
+
c214N
A‖14N + P− Bzc14N
+
c214N
P− A‖14N + Bzc14N
]
δE9 = −12 (B
2
x + B
2
y)
[
c214N(
P− A‖14N + Bzc14N
) − c2e(
A‖14N + D + Bzce
)] .
To visualize the dependency of the calculated eigenvalues on the
field orientation, we performed simulations for a magnetic field con-
stant field strength B0 = 70 G but different orientations. For the sim-
ulations shown in fig. 4.a the field was rotated in the xz-plane with:
Bx = sin (θ) · B0
By = 0
Bz = cos (θ) · B0 .
θ is the angle enclosed by the vector of the magnetic field B0 and the
z-axis of the laboratory coordinate system. Since the Hamiltonian is
of axial symmetry one can safely make By zero. In fig. 4.b results of a
numerical diagonalization of the Hamiltonian H0 + V are shown for
comparison. For field angles θ < 90° the result of the perturbation
approach is equal to the numerical approach but it deviates for θ ap-
proaching 90°. This is because the energy levels are degenerated at
this field orientation and the degenerated perturbation theory must
be applied. For our purpose the non-degenerated approach is suffi-
cient because we are only interested in the region below 90°. Since
the energy levels can be attributed to the non-perturbed eigenvalues
we will use these results in section 7 where the transition frequencies
and transition probabilities of the NV-center in a tilted magnetic field
are analyzed numerically.
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Figure 4: Dependency of the energy levels of the NV electron spin on the
magnetic field orientation in the xz-plane. The field tilt angle varies
from 0° to 180° with respect to the NV symmetry axis. No field was
applied in y direction. In a) the results from the non-degenerated
perturbation theory are shown and in b) from the numerical diag-
onalization. The quantum numbers of the spin states, which are
given with respect to the aligned case, are shown in the figures.
Due to the scale of the y-axis the level splitting caused by the hyper-
fine interaction is not visible. The splitting shown for the |ms = 0〉
state is caused by the nuclear quadrupole splitting of the 14N. For
field orientations < 90° both methods deliver equal results. For θ
approaching 90° the results deviate because the energy levels cross.
In this case the degenerated perturbation theory must be applied.
2.5.2 Electron Spin Spectrum
The spectrum of the NV electron spin under an external magnetic
field consists of three triplet bundles. These are: two single-quantum
coherence triplets and one double-quantum coherence triplet. Figure
5 shows a simplified electron spin scheme and an experimental spec-
trum of the electronic ground state of a single NV-center measured in
the 12C enriched diamond sample (cf. section 2.2). The solid double-
arrows mark allowed magnetic dipole transitions while the dotted
double-arrow indicates a ‘forbidden’ double-quantum transition. The
dotted single-arrows assign the transitions to the corresponding lines
of the measured spectrum. Due to the hyperfine coupling to the NV
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nuclear spin the energy levels shown in the scheme split up and give
rise to the triplet bundles as can be seen in the spectrum. For the outer
bundles (single-quantum coherences) the line splitting is 2.15 MHz
and for the central bundle (double-quantum coherence) the splitting
is 4.3 MHz.
Figure 5: Relevant three-level system of the S=1 electron spin, together with
an experimental spectrum. The full arrows indicate allowed mag-
netic dipole transitions. For experimental conditions under which
the spectrum was recorded see section 4.1.3.
2.5.3 State mixing and transition probabilities
If the system Hamiltonian H0 of the NV-center and the electron spin
matrix Sz commute, then the state of the spin system can be described
by the eigenvalues mS = 0,±1 of Sz which are called in this case
good quantum numbers. A resonant microwave field can induce tran-
sitions between spin levels which change the spin quantum number
by ∆mS = 1. If the system Hamiltonian contains outer diagonal el-
ements, for example due to a tilted external magnetic field, H0 and
Sz do not commute anymore. In this case a microwave field can in-
duce transitions between spin levels which were forbidden in the non-
perturbed case and the eigenvalues of Sz are no longer good quan-
tum numbers. The transition probability between two eigenstates ei
and ej of the system Hamiltonian due to an excitation Hamiltonian
H1 ∝ M · B1 cos (ωt) is given by [45]:
Pij ∝
∣∣〈ei|M|ej〉 · B1 cos (ωt)∣∣2 δ (ωij −ω) ,
with magnetic moment operator M = a · Sx + b · Sy + c · Sz. The
matrix
〈
ei|M|ej
〉
contains all relevant information regarding the tran-
sition probabilities and can be obtained by transforming M into the
eigenbase of H0. Giving the eigenstates ei in form of a matrix V the
transition amplitude matrix results from:
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T = V+ ·M ·V . (12)
2.6 spin control
Coherent control of an electron spin is achieved by application of
resonant and near-resonant oscillating electromagnetic fields at the
location of a spin. The fields could either be applied continuously or
in a pulsed scheme. Usually linearly polarized fields are used for ex-
citation which can be considered as a superposition of two counter
rotating circular polarized fields. In the excitation process only one
circular field component, whose rotation direction is equal to that of
the spin, induces a transition. The contribution of the other circular
field component can be neglected. Usually this is included in the ro-
tating wave approximation by which a transformation into a rotating
reference frame is performed. In the rotating frame the system and
excitation Hamiltonians are time-independent.
To visualize the dynamics of a spin (or pseudo-spin) S = 1/2 the
Bloch sphere can be used. Here, the spin is represented by a vector
pointing from the center of the sphere to its surface. The radius of the
Bloch sphere is normalized and given without units. The +z and −z
axes of the sphere correspond to the two eigenstates of the spin which
are denoted here as |0〉 (ground state) and |1〉 (excited state). Superpo-
sitions of eigenstates can be created by rotating the state vector along
the sphere’s surface. By projection of the vector onto the z-axis the
probability to find the spin in one of its eigenstates is obtained.
In the following sections fundamental pulse sequences to control
the NV electron spin are introduced. In the first section sequences are
shown which are applied to single-quantum transitions. In the next
section sequences of pulse are shown which create double-quantum
coherences.
2.6.1 Single-Quantum Transition
Quantum transitions can be defined by the difference of the quantum
numbers of the participating states. In case of a spin 1/2 the quan-
tum numbers of the eigenstates are |ms = +1/2〉 and |ms = −1/2〉.
The difference is ∆ms = 1 and the transition is called single-quantum
transition. The NV electron spin is a spin 1. If only one transition is
excited, for example |0〉 ↔ |+1〉, the dynamics of the spin can be de-
scribed as a pseudo-spin 1/2. Before a microwave sequence is applied
to the NV electron spin usually a laser pulse has to be applied first to
initialize the electron spin. In the diagrams of the sequences shown
here, this laser pulse is not shown for the sake of simplicity.
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rabi oscillation A very simple sequence to control the NV
electron spin is to apply a rectangular pulse of resonant microwaves
to a spin transition. Due to the microwave pulse the electron spin os-
cillates periodically between two eigenstates. The number of oscilla-
tion periods increases with the duration of the pulse. This oscillation
is called Rabi oscillation and the corresponding frequency is the Rabi
frequency. The Rabi oscillation of the NV electron spin can be mea-
sured by successively increasing the duration of the pulse and read-
ing out the bright state population after every increment as shown
in fig. 6.a. Figure 6.b shows measured Rabi oscillations of the left
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Figure 6: Rabi sequence: a) The upper diagram shows the evolution of the
electron spin in the Bloch sphere. The bended arrow (blue) shows
the direction of rotation of the spin vector. In b) time-domain sig-
nals of Rabi oscillations are shown. The upper two traces belong
to the right and left transition (compare spectrum of fig. 5) of the
electron spin for a projected field strength of B0 ≈ 50 G. The lower
trace shows the Rabi oscillation for a field strength of B0 ≈ 0 G. In
c) the spectra of the Rabi oscillations are shown.
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(low frequency (for notation cf. fig. 8.b)) and right (high frequency)
electron spin transition for an external magnetic field Bz > 0 (upper
two traces) and for Bz = 0 (bottom trace). Figure 6.c shows the corre-
sponding spectra of the Rabi oscillations. The Rabi frequency for the
degenerated case (Bz = 0 G) is by a factor of approximately
√
2 larger
compared to the non-degenerated case (Bz > 0 G). This is explained
by considering the absorption of both field components, the left and
right rotating circular fields of the excitation field in the degenerated
case. In the non-degenerated case only one component of the excita-
tion field contributes to the excitation. A gaussian window function
was multiplied to the time-domain signal prior to a zero-filling. The
small peak at around 10 MHz might indicate that the external mag-
netic field was not exactly equal to zero and tilted with respect to the
symmetry axis of the NV-center which was supported by numerical
simulations.
ramsey fringes The Ramsey sequence is a simple pulse sequence
consisting of two pi/2-pulses separated by a delay time. Figure 7.a
shows a scheme of the Ramsey sequence and the spin evolution. Start-
ing with polarization along the z-axis, the power and duration of a
pi/2-pulse matches the condition to flip the spin vector into the xy-
plane. The condition for the parameter values to achieve a precise
spin rotation depends on the oscillator strength of the spin transi-
tion. The created state is a coherent superposition of the two eigen-
states. During the subsequent delay time the spin state freely evolves
in the xy-plane. The last pulse transforms the coherence to popula-
tion, which is readout by applying a laser pulse as discussed in 2.3.
Figures 7.b and 7.c show the time-domain signal and the correspond-
ing spectrum of a Ramsey fringe pattern.
chirped ramsey Depending on its duration an excitation pulse
covers some frequency bandwidth which is obtained by the Fourier
transformation of the pulse. The spectrum of a rectangular pulse is
given by the sinc-function (sinc(x) = sin (x) /x). As a first approxi-
mation the bandwidth is given by the inverse of the pulse duration
fbdw = τ−1. All transitions within the range of the bandwidth are ex-
cited. The different evolution frequencies superimpose and result in a
modulated time-domain signal as shown by fig. 7.b. By Fourier trans-
formation the spectrum is obtained which contains the frequencies of
the excited transitions.
To excite multiple transitions in a broader frequency range shorter
pulses with higher power are needed, which is not always feasible.
Another method to perform a broad frequency range excitation is to
use frequency-chirped pulses [46, 47, 48]. The advantage of chirped
pulses is that there is theoretically no limit in bandwidth and no in-
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Figure 7: In a) the Ramsey sequence and the spin evolution in the Bloch
sphere are shown: The upper part of the diagram shows the result
of the microwave pulses and the free evolution of the spin state.
The bended arrows show the direction of rotation of the spin vec-
tor. In b) a Ramsey fringe pattern and in c) the corresponding spec-
trum are shown. The spectrum shows three lines with a separation
of 2.15 MHz of the outer from the central line. This line triplet is
due to the hyperfine interaction of the electron spin with the 14N
nuclear spin.
crease of the pulse power is needed. The time-signal of a chirp can be
written as:
s (t) = sin
(
2pi
∫
f (t) dt
)
.
The function f (t) contains the frequency dependence and, for a
linear chirp, is given by:
f (t) = f0 + finct .
f0 is the starting frequency of the chirp and finc is the frequency in-
crement per time. The time-domain signal of the pulse then becomes:
s (t) = sin
(
2pi
(
f0 +
finc
2
t
)
t
)
.
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In this thesis we used a modified Ramsey-sequence where the pi/2-
pulses were replaced by chirped pulses and applied it to NV-centers
in diamond. Details of this measurement are given in chapter 4.
2.6.2 Double-Quantum Transition
For a double-quantum transition the quantum numbers of the two
involved eigenstates differ by ∆ms = 2. The electron spin of the
NV-center in diamond is S = 1. The quantum numbers of the elec-
tron spin eigenstates are ms = −1, 0,+1. Thus there is one double-
quantum transition (i.e. |−1〉 ↔ |+1〉) where a coherence can be
created. Resonant excitation of double-quantum transitions are for-
bidden because the photons which are the driving particles of the
excitation field have a spin quantum number of 1. By absorption of a
single resonant photon the spin quantum number of the qubit has to
change by ∆ms = ±1. To drive a double-quantum transition two pho-
tons have to be absorbed. This can be achieved by using composite
pulses exciting both transitions |0〉 ↔ |−1〉 and |0〉 ↔ |+1〉 succes-
sively. Figure 8 shows composite pulses corresponding to pi/2- and
pi-pulses on the double-quantum transition.
These pulses can be incorporated into the sequences introduced
in section 2.6.1 for measuring e.g. the Ramsey-fringe pattern of the
double-quantum coherence. In chapter 5.2 measurements are shown
where we have incorporated the composite pulses into sequences for
performing dynamical decoupling on the double-quantum transition.
2.7 relaxation
The loss of information due to relaxation is a crucial issue in quan-
tum information and computation. There are several sources which
cause the loss of information in quantum systems and qubit registers.
In the case of NV-centers in diamond this happens for example due
to spin impurities like 13C in the proximity of the qubits. By reducing
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Figure 8: a) Composite pulses for exciting double-quantum transitions pi/2-
and pi-pulse. b) Simplified electron spin level scheme.
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the content of spin impurities or the temperature of the sample [49] a
reduction of the relaxation processes can be achieved. Relaxation pro-
cesses are separated in two groups: longitudinal and transverse relax-
ation. In the following these relaxation processes will be introduced
briefly. More detailed descriptions can be found in [50].
2.7.1 Longitudinal Relaxation: T1
Longitudinal relaxation is a process where energy between the crys-
tal lattice and the spin system is exchanged, and so this relaxation is
also called spin-lattice relaxation. Due to the longitudinal relaxation the
spin reaches a state of thermal equilibrium where the population Pi
of the eigenstate i is correlated with its energy Ei and is given by the
Boltzmann distribution function Pi ∝ exp
(
− EikBT
)
. If the populations
of the spin states are changed by application of microwave pulses the
system relaxes back to the original population distribution on a time
scale defined by the longitudinal relaxation time constant T1. The dif-
ference of population between the spin states which is usually very
small at room temperature, can be increased in case of NV-centers in
diamond by irradiation with a green laser and reaches a maximum
population of the electron spin ground state |mS = 0〉 of ≈ 90 % [34].
The energy exchange between the spin and environment of the longi-
tudinal relaxation is induced by phonon interactions with the crystal
lattice. In general processes like the direct, Raman and Orbach process
contribute to the longitudinal relaxation [50]. In the case of the NV-
centers in diamond the spin-lattice relaxation is attributed to a two-
phonon Orbach process which fits best to the experimentally observed
relaxation [51].
2.7.1.1 T1 Relaxation of NV Electron Spin in Diamond
For the natural abundance sample used in this thesis we measured
longitudinal relaxation times, for the bright state, of TBright1 ≈ 4 ms
and, for the dark state, of TDark1 ≈ 10 ms. Figure 9.a shows the se-
quence we used for measuring the longitudinal relaxation time con-
stant of the bright state and fig. 9.b for the dark state.
The relaxation time constant of the bright state TBright1 is approxi-
mately half as big as that of the dark state TDark1 . This is explained by
the number of relaxation paths of the states. If the spin population
is initially in the bright state |mS = 0〉, there are two relaxation paths
(one for each dark state|mS = ±1〉). On the other hand, if the spin
is initially prepared in one of the dark states, there is only a single
relaxation path (into the bright state).
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Figure 9: Measurement of longitudinal relaxation time constant: In a) and b)
the sequence for measuring the longitudinal relaxation time con-
stants of the bright and for the dark state are shown. tB1 and t
D
1
denote the delay times between initial state preparation and read-
out. In c) the results of the measurements are shown.
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2.7.2 Transverse Relaxation: T2
Transverse relaxation is a process where an ensemble of spins, which
are initially in phase, evolve due to local field distortions with dif-
ferent Larmor frequencies, run out of phase (dephasing). Even if the
measurements presented in this thesis were performed on single NV-
centers, we had a temporal-ensemble of spins since we had to repeat
a measurement multiple times to gain a suitable signal-to-noise level
of the detected photons. The time scale of the transverse relaxation
is given by the constant T∗2 which is also called phase-memory time.
T∗2 can be obtained from the width of the lines of the spectrum of a
Ramsey fringe pattern.
Due to the application of refocusing sequences like the Hahn echo
sequence (cf. sec. 2.8) the coherence time can be extended and gives a
relaxation time which is denoted by T2 and is called spin-spin-relaxation.
The T2 relaxation is caused by interactions between the target spin
and environmental spins like: dipolar interaction, exchange interac-
tion, anisotropic hyperfine interaction, spin-flip and spin-flip-flop pro-
cesses [52, 50]. Unlike the longitudinal relaxation, transverse relax-
ation can be energy conserving. Thus it can be refocused and the
coherence time can be extended for example by application of dynam-
ical decoupling sequences (cf. sec. 2.8). The T2 relaxation time depends
on the exchange rate τen between the spin and environment and the
spin-lattice relaxation T1. In extreme case it is either dominated by τen
or T1. By the application of a decoupling sequence the effective inter-
action strength with the environment is reduced and T2 will approach
T1 as a limit.
2.7.2.1 T2 Relaxation of NV Electron Spin in Diamond
The transverse relaxation of the NV electron spin coherence is not
dominated by the longitudinal relaxation time T1 but by the coupling
to a bath of electron or nuclear spins of impurities surrounding the
NV-center. The impurities can be substitutional 14N or 13C atoms. 14N
has an electron spin 1/2 and a nuclear spin 1, and 13C has a nuclear
spin 1/2 but no electron spin. In diamonds of type-Ib the main source
of decoherence are the electron spins of the 14N impurities which have
a typical concentration of > 100 ppm [53]. In type IIa diamonds the
transverse relaxation is attributed to the 13C’s which are coupled via
hyperfine interaction to the NV electron spin [54]. It was shown that
the T2 relaxation time in isotopically engineered diamond, which are
12C enriched, is increased compared to natural abundance samples
[55]. For this thesis we used a natural abundance diamond sample
with typical relaxation times in the order of T∗2 ≈ 1 µs and a 12C
enriched sample with T∗2 > 200 µs. Theoretical models describing the
relaxation process are for example the cluster-correlation expansion
method [56] and the disjoint-cluster method [57].
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2.8 dynamical decoupling sequences
Sufficiently long coherence times (T2) are amongst the most important
criteria for the realization of scalable quantum information processors
[58], since a short coherence time limits the maximal duration for
sequences implementing quantum algorithms. In solid state systems
it is often possible to extend the coherence time by removing sources
of decoherence from the host material, e.g. by isotopic engineering
[59, 55]. If it is not possible to further reduce the detrimental effects
of a noisy environment, it is possible to use a series of control pulses
applied to the qubits. This approach, termed Dynamical Decoupling
(DD), refocuses the interaction between system and environment by
applying a stroboscopic sequence of inversion pulses to the qubits. It
has been tested on different systems with environments consisting of
electronic or nuclear spin baths [60, 61, 62, 53, 63, 64]. This technique
allows, for example to extend the coherence time T2 or to increase
the sensitivity of magnetic field sensors to measure ac magnetic fields
[65, 63]. The overall effect of these sequences is a decoupling of a
target spin from a spin environment. In the following sections some
dynamical decoupling sequences will be introduced which have been
used for this thesis. We applied some of these sequences to single-
(cf. section 5.1) as well as double-quantum transitions (cf. section 5.2).
Before a microwave sequence is applied to the NV electron spin a
laser pulse has to be applied first to initialize the electron spin. In the
diagrams of the sequences shown below this laser pulse is not shown
for the sake of simplicity.
Basic Theory
Dynamical decoupling sequences consist of a series of inversion pulses
which are separated by delay times. The dulse-delay schemes of DD
sequences can be quite different, but the overall effect is the reduc-
tion of the influence of the system-environment interaction Hamilto-
nian which is responsible for the relaxation. In the following a brief
introduction is shown of how the application of a dynamical decou-
pling sequence can be handled mathematically. A detailed theoretical
analysis of the effect of a DD sequence is in general not trivial and
depends on the used spin system, the environment and the system-
environment interaction. The following derivations are based on the
formalism used in [64].
It is assumed that there is a spin system (given by HLS ) which is
in contact with an environment (given by HLE) via a coupling Hamil-
tonian (given by HLSE). The Hamiltonian of the entire system in the
laboratory frame can be written as:
HL = HLS + H
L
SE + H
L
E .
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In the case of NV-centers in diamond the spin system could be
given by the NV-centers electron spin (neglecting the NV nuclear spin
and the non-secular terms of the Zeeman interaction). It is assumed
that the system-environment coupling is given by the secular com-
ponent of dipole-dipole interaction alone. The environment could for
example be a bath of 13C nuclear spins or electron and nuclear spins
of 14N impurities [66]. The environment is coupled by Zeeman inter-
action to an external magnetic field and the bath spins are coupled to
each other by dipole-dipole interaction. In the doubly rotating frame
of Sz + Iz the Hamiltonians can be written as:
HS = 0
HSE = Sz∑
j
bSj I
j
z
HE = ∑
i<j
dij
[
2Iiz I
j
z −
(
Iix I
j
x + Iiy I
j
y
)]
.
By changing into the interaction picture with respect to HE it can
be seen that the system-environment Hamiltonian HSE becomes time-
dependent due to the environment.
HESE (t) = Sz · exp (−iHEt)
(
∑
j
bSj I
j
z
)
exp (iHEt)
= Sz · γSE (t) .
If the DD sequence is set up of periodic blocks, its effect can be
examined by calculating the propagator of the sequence, which is
given by the unitary operation:
UDD (τc) = U f (τN+1)UNp
(
τp
)
U f (τN) · ... ·U1p
(
τp
)
U f (τ1) . (13)
τc is the duration of a single cycle of the DD sequence. U f (τi) is
the i-th free evolution propagator of duration τi. For strong control
pulses the free evolution Hamiltonian can be neglected while a pulse
is applied and the i-th pulse propagator is given by:
Uip
(
τp
)
= T exp
(
−i
∫ τp
0
Hip
(
t
′)
dt
′
)
.
T is the Dyson time-ordering operator. It is assumed that Hip
(
t
′)
is
constant during the application of a pulse but it might change for
different pulses. The overall effect of UDD can be expressed by an
effective Hamiltonian He f f :
UDD (τc) = exp
(−iHe f f τc) .
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The effective Hamiltonian He f f can be expressed as a series expan-
sion according to the average Hamiltonian theory:
He f f = H(0) + H(1) + H(2) + ... . (14)
If the spin evolution is expressed in the interaction picture the ef-
fect of the decoupling sequence on HSE can be obtained. The control
pulses do not affect HE since it commutes with the pulse Hamiltoni-
ans Hip (t). Thus after the j-th control pulse the system-environment
Hamiltonian is given by:
H
′
SE, j =
(
j
∏
α=1
Uαp
)+
· HSE ·
j
∏
α=1
Uαp
It is further assumed that the system-environment Hamiltonian is
piecewise constant:
H
′
SE (t) =

H
′
SE, 1 for 0 < t ≤ t1
H
′
SE, 2 for t1 < t ≤ t2
...
H
′
SE, N for tN−1 < t ≤ tN
and
τc = tN .
Here, it was assumed that the durations of the control pulses are
negligible small. The terms of the effective Hamiltonian of Eq. (14)
can be calculated using the Magnus expansion, which yields for the
first term of the effective Hamiltonian He f f :
H(0) =
1
τc
∫ τc
0
[
H
′
SE
(
t
′)
+ HE
]
dt
′
.
For an ideal dynamical decoupling sequence the integral of the first
term becomes zero, and thus the zero-order term of the effective
Hamiltonian is given by:
H(0) = HE.
2.8.1 Hahn Echo Sequence
The Hahn echo or primary echo sequence [67] is the most basic pulse
sequence, which can be used to extend the coherence time of a spin
state. For the case of NV-centers an additional pulse has to be added
to the end of the sequence to transform the created coherence back to
population. The pulse-delay scheme of the sequence, as it has been
used here, is:
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Figure 10: Hahn echo sequence. The upper part of the diagram shows the
evolution of the spin vector and its state in the Bloch sphere at
the times when the microwave pulses, which are shown in the
lower part of the figure, are applied.
pi/2y − t1 − pi − t1 − pi/2y .
pi and pi/2 stand for pulses with corresponding flip angles and t1
stands for an evolution time. In fig. 10 a scheme of the Hahn echo
sequence is visualized. The upper part of the figure shows the evolu-
tion of the spin state in the Bloch sphere, and the lower part shows
the microwave pulses of the sequence. The initialization and the read-
out of the electron spin are done by a laser pulse at the very be-
ginning and at the end of the sequence, which are not shown here.
The red arrows indicate the state of the spin vectors at the beginning
of the corresponding time segments. The bended blue arrows indi-
cate the direction of the rotation of the spins due to the microwave
pulses. Since the measurement has to be repeated several times to
get a suitable signal-to-noise level, it might happen that the Larmor
frequencies of the spin are different during the accumulation process
of the measurement. This is indicated by the small red arrows which
are perpendicular to the magnetization vector. As denoted in fig. 10,
the pi-pulse inverts the evolution of the temporal spin ensemble and
refocuses all spins to the same time-point.
2.8.2 CPMG Sequence
The Hahn echo sequence performs well in refocusing dephasings
which are caused by static magnetic field inhomogeneities or fluctu-
ations which are slow compared to the inter-pulse evolution time t1.
By subdividing the evolution time into multiple segments separated
by pi-pulses, it is possible to further extend the transverse coherence
time. If the phases of the pi/2-pulse, which creates the coherence,
and the inversion pulses are equal, the sequence is called Carr-Purcell
(CP) sequence [68]. If the phase of the initial pi/2-pulse and the in-
version pulses is shifted by 90°, it is called Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill
(CPMG) sequence [69]. While CP shows strong susceptibility to pulse
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imperfections, CPMG is very robust. The pulse-delay scheme of the
sequences is:
pi/2y,x −
[
t1 − piy − 2t1 − piy − t1
]N − pi/2y,x .
The last pulse transforms the coherence back into population. N ≥
1 gives the number of repetitions of the sub-sequence enclosed in
the brackets. For CP the phases of the pulses, given by the indices,
are equal. Here, it corresponds to rotations around the y-axis. For
CPMG the pi/2-pulse rotates the spin vector around the x-axis and
the pi-pulses induce rotations around y-axis. In fig. 11 the pulse-delay
scheme of CPMG is visualized.
pi/2x pi/2xpiy Timepiy
N
t12 t1t1
Figure 11: CPMG sequence.
2.8.3 YX-4 Sequence
The performance of the CPMG sequence is not symmetric and de-
pends strongly on the orientation of the spin vector. As long as the
spin vector points in the direction from which the microwaves are ir-
radiated, the performance of the CPMG sequence is very good. But if
the orientation of the spin vector deviates from the irradiation axis of
the inversion pulses, the performance shrinks. It reaches a minimum
for a perpendicular orientation between spin vector and irradiation
direction of the inversion pulses. The condition of this case corre-
spond to the CP sequence. The problem of this asymmetry is over-
come by the XY-4 sequence which is a modification of the CP/CPMG
sequence [70]. Figure 12 shows a visual scheme of the XY-4 sequence.
pi/2x,y pi/2x,ypix Timepiy
N
t12t1t1
Figure 12: XY-4 sequence.
The pulse-delay scheme of XY-4 is:
pi/2x,y −
[
t1 − pix − 2t1 − piy − t1
]2N − pi/2x,y .
N ≥ 1 is the number of cycles. In contrast to CP and CPMG the
refocusing pulses of XY-4 are applied alternating along the x and y
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axes. XY-4 shows very good robustness against pulse imperfections
and good performance in refocusing spin vectors with different ori-
entations.
2.8.4 KDD Sequence
The KDD sequence was at first proposed by Souza et al. [71] and is
based on a composite pulse which was originally used as a robust
pi-pulse in a CP sequence [72]. The components of the pulse, which
was denoted by Souza et al. as Knill-pulse, are: pi pi
6
− pi0 − pi pi2 − pi0 −
pi pi
6
= Zpi
3
pi0. The result of the Knill-pulse corresponds to a rotation
around the z-axis by 60◦ and a 180° rotation around x-axis (the index
0 denotes a pulse phase of 0◦ which is equal to the x-axis). Souza et al.
used the Knill-pulse as the fundamental building block for a new DD
sequence, which they called KDD. A building block is given by the
components of the Knill-pulse with additional delay-times separating
the pulse components.
a)
t1
pipi/6+φ
2t1 2t1 2t1 2t1
piφ piφ pipi/6+φpipi/2+φ
KDDφ :=
Time
t1
b)
pi/2 pi/2 Time
2N
KDDφ KDDφ+pi/2
Figure 13: a) KDD building block and b) the KDD pulse sequence.
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The pulse-delay scheme of the building block is:
KDDBBφ = t1 − pi pi6 +φ − 2t1 − piφ − 2t1 − pi pi2 +φ − 2t1 − piφ − 2t1 −
pi pi
6 +φ
− t1 .
They further combined this block with a second block, whose com-
ponents are shifted in phase by pi/2, and the two blocks are repeated
twice. The total sequence is given by:
KDD =
[
KDDBBφ −KDDBBφ+ pi2
]2
.
In fig. 13 a scheme of the KKD sequence is shown. The performance
of the KDD sequence overcomes the performances of CPMG and XY-4
as is shown in section 5.1.

3
E X P E R I M E N TA L S E T U P
In this section the experimental setup is described which has been
used for the measurements presented in sections 4 and 5. The setup,
which was built up within this thesis, consists of an optical and
electronic part. The optical part is a home-built confocal microscope
which is used for initialization and readout of the NV-centers electron
spin. The electronic part, which is also home-built, is used for the ex-
citation and control of the NV electron spin. Both parts are described
in more detail in the following sections.
3.1 confocal microscopy
Because spatial resolution and selectivity are important elements of
the work with single NV-centers, the basic features of a confocal mi-
croscope will be introduced first before the description of the optical
setup follows in the subsequent section.
transverse selectivity In a confocal microscope an optical
emitter is placed in the focal point of a microscope objective (MO).
The emitter is excited by a laser beam passing through the MO and
being focused to its focal point. Only emitters in the focal point are
excited by the laser beam and can emit photons. This yields a selec-
tive excitation and detection in transversal direction. Photons which
are emitted into the direction of the MO are collected and guided to
a photon detector. To get a 2-D image of the sample the microscope
objective is moved step-by-step in the xy-plane and the excitation and
detection procedure is repeated for every point in the xy-plane.
longitudinal selectivity The focal excitation and photon col-
lection allows a transversal discrimination of the NV-centers. Since
the laser beam might still excite emitters along its propagation direc-
tion, which are located in front of or behind the focal point, a lon-
gitudinal selection has to be performed to remove the out-of-focus
photon emission. Here, a pinhole and a lens are placed in the optical
detection path to suppress the contributions of emitters which are not
in the focal point of the MO. As shown in fig. 15 the pinhole is placed
in front of the photon detection system. The lens is placed in front of
the pinhole with its focal point at the position of the pinhole. The lens
focuses the collected photon emission to the pinhole and creates an
image of the emitters, which had contributed to the photon emission,
at the location of the pinhole. With the pinhole at the right position
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Figure 14: Confocal-Scan-Images: a) High resolution transversal and b) lon-
gitudinal scan of a NV-center.
only the photons of the emitter, which is located in the focal point of
the MO, will pass through. This completes the confocal configuration
of the microscope.
optical resolution The optical resolution d of the transverse
selectivity is limited by the diffraction limit of the detection system and
depends on the numerical aperture (NA) of the MO. We used an oil
immersion MO in our setup which had a NA of 1.4 and we reached
a theoretically limited transversal resolution of:
d =
λ
2 (n sin (α))
=
λ
2 ·NA
=
532 nm
2 · 1.4
= 190 nm ,
which is very well confirmed by the transversal scan shown in fig.
14.a. The longitudinal resolution of our setup can be extracted from
the longitudinal scan shown in figure 14.b and yields a resolution
of ≈ 1 µm. By using more sophisticated optical techniques like the
stimulated emission depletion (STED) [73] spatial resolutions below the
diffraction limit of down to 5.8 nm can be achieved [74].
3.2 optical setup
The experiments were performed with a home-built confocal micro-
scope. A diode-pumped solid-state cw laser with an emission wave-
length of 532 nm was used for excitation and readout. We used a
Hanbury Brown–Twiss [75] interferometer (cf. fig. 15) to determine the
occurrence of single NV-centers by measuring a photon-antibunching
curve with a fast time-correlation card1. The typical time correlation
signal of a single emitter is shown in fig. 16.
1 FastComTec P7889
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The optical setup is explained in detail in the following. A scheme
of the confocal microscope, which was set up and used in the work of
this thesis, is shown in fig. 15. The laser has a maximal output power
of 100 mW. The beam is passed trough an acousto-optical modula-
tor (AOM) which diffracts the beam by applying a radio-frequency
signal to it. The first order of the diffracted beam is used for the ex-
periments while all other orders are blocked by a spatial filter. Here,
the AOM acts as an optical switch which provides an extinction ratio
of more than 57 dB. To ensure that the cross-section of the beam is
of Gaussian shape, before it is focused to the diamond sample, the
laser light is guided through a single mode fiber to remove other op-
tical modes. The maximal laser power behind the fiber was ≈ 14 mW.
We used a beam expander behind the fiber to increase the diameter
of the laser beam to fully cover the entrance of the MO2. The di-
ameter of the beam is increased up to ≈ 2 cm. In front of the MO
a dichroic beam splitter 3 is placed. The beam splitter is reflective
below 562 nm and transparent above. It is used to separate the excita-
tion light of the laser (532 nm) and the emission from the NV-centers
(> 638 nm). The laser beam is passed on to the MO and focused to
the diamond sample. We used an oil immersion MO (with NA = 1.4)
mounted on a nano-positioning system to focus the laser light to the
diamond sample. The microscope objective also collects light emitted
by the NV-centers during readout. The nano-positioning system has
a full traveling range of 70 µm x 70 µm in xy-direction (transveral di-
rection) and 50 µm in z-direction (lateral direction). It has a spatial
resolution of 150 pm in transveral direction and 100 pm in lateral di-
rection. The MO is used to focus the excitation light to the sample
as well as to collect the emitted photons. Due to the confocal config-
uration of the setup we can only excite and detect NV-centers in the
focal point of the MO. To get a 2D image of the NV-centers in one
xy-plane of the diamond crystal, the scanner moves the MO step-by-
step transversal and the intensity of photon emission is recorded for
every point. The photons, which are emitted into the direction of the
MO, are collected, collimated and guided into the direction of the
dichroic beam splitter. Since the wavelength of the emitted photons
is > 638 nm, they pass through the beam splitter and are guided to
the photon-detectors. A lens and a pinhole in front of the detectors
are used to achieve a longitudinal selectivity of the microscope, as
explained above. A second lens focuses the emitted photons of the
NV-centers to two single-photon-counting-modules 4 which are set
up as a Hanbury Brown-Twiss interferometer.
2 CZJ Apochromat HI100x/1,40 – oo/0,17-A
3 Semrock: FF562-Di02-25x36
4 PerkinElmer, Single Photon Counting Module, SPCM-AQRH-15
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Figure 15: Layout of home-built confocal microscope. In the upper left cor-
ner the optical detection setup, which is configured as a Hanbury
Brown–Twiss interferometer, is shown.
3.2.1 Anti-Bunching
Because of the diffraction limited optical resolution, it is possible that
more than one NV-center is within the excitation respectively detec-
tion spot of the MO. To determine whether there are more than a
single emitter in the spot, a Hanbury Brown–Twiss [75] interferometer
can be used. A scheme of the interferometer is shown in fig. 15. The
interferometer consists of a 50/50 beam splitter and two equidistant
positioned photon-detectors. The photon-detectors, which are used
in our setup, generate a TTL pulse for every detected photon. They
have a dark-count rate of 50 counts/s and typically a maximal count
rate of 29 · 106 counts/s. Both photon-detectors are connected to a
fast-counting-card which has a time resolution of 100 ps. The first
photon-detector is connected to the trigger port and is used to start a
timer of the fast-counting-card. The second detector is connected to
the counting port of the counting-card. The card counts the photons
up to a preset time limit. Since only a few photons are emitted and
detected for a single run (the photon emission depends among oth-
ers on the laser intensity and the spontaneous emission rate of the
emitter) the measurement has to be repeated multiple times.
The probability of detecting photons at times t and t + τ is given
by the normalized second order correlation function [76]
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g(2) (τ) =
〈I (t) I (t + τ)〉
〈I (t)〉2 .
It is assumed that the average detection intensities for both detec-
tors is equal to 〈I (t)〉. I(t) and I(t + τ) are the photon intensities
at times t and t + τ. Figure 16 shows an experimental result of an
anti-bunching measurement on a single NV-center.
Figure 16: Measurement of the second order correlation function by a pho-
ton anti-bunching experiment. To gain the shown signal-to-noise,
the measurement was repeated 107 times.
The shape of the anti-bunching curve shown in fig. 16 can be ex-
plained by a simple model. If a single emitter, which is continuously
excited by a laser, relaxes into the its electronic ground state a pho-
ton is emitted which might be detected by the first detector. In this
case the timer of the fast-counting-card is started and the photons de-
tected by the second photon-detector are counted. Since the emitter is
in the ground state at the very first beginning after starting the timer
no additional photon can be emitted. It takes some time before the
emitter has been excited again and is able to emit a second photon.
Thus the probability for detecting a photon instantaneously after the
start-trigger is equal to zero, but rises for increasing delay times τ
and reaches 1 for long delay times. For short time delays the corre-
lation function in fig. 16 reaches a value of > 1. This is due to the
electronic level structure of the NV-center since it is an optical three
level system as shown in fig. 3. The anti-bunching curve is given by a
double exponential function [77]:
g(2) (τ) = 1+ c2e−τ/τ2 + c3e−τ/τ3 ,
with τ2,3 being the relaxation times of the two excited states. The co-
efficients c2,3 depend of the decay times and the relaxation constants,
details are given in Ref. [77]. The zero point of the x-axis in fig. 16
was time shifted by adding a delay line into the electronic connection
between the second detector and the fast-counting-card to obtain the
full shape of the anti-bunching dip.
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3.3 electronic setup
For the excitation of the NV electron spin we used a setup consist-
ing of a microwave synthesizer and an arbitrary waveform generator
(AWG), which were connected to a mixer and up-converted. We are
able to control the phase as well as the frequency of the up-converted
signal by changing the phase and the frequency of the AWG. The
microwaves were guided through a Cu wire mounted on the surface
of the diamond. We used a permanent magnet to apply a magnetic
field to the sample. Unless otherwise mentioned, the orientation of
the magnetic field with respect to the axis of the NV-center was not
known. Figure 17 shows a scheme of the electronic setup. The num-
bers mark the different electronic components. The setup will be de-
scribed in more detail in the following.
The main components of the microwave excitation system are the
MW-synthesizer (1) and the arbitrary waveform generator (AWG)
(5). The MW synthesizer has a maximum frequency of 3.3 GHz. The
AWG has a sampling rate of 4 GS/s and a memory depth of 2 MS5.
According to the Nyquist theorem the controllable frequency band-
width by the AWG is < 2 GHz. The electronic setup can be operated
in two modes: either in continuous wave (CW) or pulsed excitation.
These modes are controlled by the switches (3) and (8). For experi-
ments using CW excitation the output of the synthesizer is directly
guided to the power amplifier (9). For pulsed experiments the output
of the MW-synthesizer and the AWG are mixed by a double balanced
mixer (4). In this case the synthesizer delivers the carrier-frequency and
is connected to the local oscillator (LO) port of the mixer. The AWG
is connected to the intermediate frequency (IF) port of the mixer. We
control the phase as well as the frequency of the mixed signal via the
AWG. The mixed signal is applied to the RF-port of the mixer and
contains both the up-converted (ωLO +ωIF) and the down-converted
(ωLO − ωIF) signals. The down-converted part is removed from the
signal by subsequent filters (6). The overall pass-band of the filters is
2.6 to 3.2 GHz. Excitation with higher respectively lower frequency
is possible but the efficiency is reduced. The filtered signal is pre-
amplified before it is applied to the power amplifier (9). The maximal
output power of the power amplifier is 39 dBm (≈ 8 W). The damp-
ing of the microwaves at pulse-off time is < −60 dB with a leakage of
microwave power of < 21 dBm. To protect the power amplifier from
reflections at the sample due to impedance mismatches, an isolator
(10) is connected at the amplifier’s output. For diagnostic purposes a
bi-direction coupler (11) is mounted between sample (14) and isolator
(10). In pulsed mode the forward coupled (CPL-FWD) port is used to
5 In a prior version of the setup we also had an AWG with 2 GS/s sampling rate
available for testing purposes which has been used for the measurements in chapter
5.1.
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Figure 17: Schematic diagram of electronic setup.
visualize the applied pulses on an oscilloscope. Thus the CPL-FWD
port is connected to the RF-port of a second mixer (12). The carrier-
frequency signal, which follows from the power splitter (2), is con-
nected to the LO-port . The IF port of the second mixer, which con-
tains the down converted signal, is connected to the oscilloscope (13).
The backward port of the bi-direction coupler is terminated by 50Ω,
but can be used to determine the level of the excitation power which
is reflected at the micro-strip-line (14). To attach the diamond sam-
ple to the micro-strip-line, which was matched to an impedance of
50Ω, a hole was drilled trough the micro-strip-line. Subsequently the
diamond was glued into the hole, and a copper wire of 20 µm diame-
ter covering the diamond sample was soldered to the micro-strip-line.
Since the penetration of the strip-line due to the hole, the impedance
changes and does not match exactly 50Ω anymore. Thus the MW
pulses are partly reflected and the efficiency of the excitation is re-
duced. Here, ≈ 20 % of the excitation power is reflected. Depending
on the sample and the distance between wire and NV-center a max-
imal Rabi frequencies of ≈ 40 MHz was measured with this setup.
3.4 spatial stability
During our experiments it turned out that thermal stability of the
setup as well as the environment and the laboratory is a crucial is-
sue. Since the durations of our measurements sometimes take more
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(a) (b)
Figure 18: Spatial drift of NV-center due to thermal fluctuations: a) Short
time drift and b) long time drift. The x-axis gives the number
of refocusing. The refocusing period was 40 s. The legend at the
lower right assigns the colors to the corresponding lab axes.
than a day, fluctuations of the temperature in the lab of several de-
grees of Celsius are possible. The temperature fluctuations cause a
displacement of the MO’s focal point and the sample. The spatial
drift of a NV-center can be traced by continuously refocusing the
MO to the point of maximal emission. In fig. 18.a the displacement
of a short time tracing and in fig. 18.b of a long time tracing are
shown. The y-axis shows the displacement along the x-, y- and z-
axis. The x-axis gives the number of refocusing with a refocusing
period of 40 s. The short time tracing (fig. 18.a) shows periodic mod-
ulations which are in the order of ∼ 100 nm. It turned out that these
are attributed to the air condition system of the lab which causes a
short time temperature modulation of the order ∼ ±0.05 °C. This was
measured with a PT1000 temperature sensor in a four-point measure-
ment. Most of the opto-mechanical components in the optical setup
are made of aluminum which has a thermal expansion coefficient of
α = 23.8 · 10−6/K [78], with α being defined by:
α =
1
L0
dL
dT
.
For a typical length of L0 = 10 cm of aluminum elements used
in our setup a temperature modulation of ∆T = ±0.05 °C causes a
change in length of ∆L ≈ α · L0 · ∆T = ±119 nm. Due to the refocus-
ing of the NV-center this displacement can be compensated, but it is
still a problem which has to be taken into account especially for long
measurements.
4
C H I R P E D R A M S E Y
broadband excitation of electron spins by chirped pulses :
application to single nv-centers in diamond
Quantum computing with NV-centers can not only use the electron
spin, but also hybrid quantum registers with additional nuclear spins.
In particular, strongly coupled 13C nuclear spins have attractive prop-
erties [11, 12, 79, 13, 42]. The strength of the hyperfine interaction
depends on the position of the nuclear spin [42, 43] and reaches
a maximum of 130 MHz for a 13C in a nearest-neighbor lattice site
[7, 39]. Measuring these couplings requires the recording of spectra
that cover a frequency range larger than the sum of all hyperfine cou-
pling constants. This can be done by CW-ODMR, which yields spec-
tra with linewidths of several MHz under typical conditions. These
linewidths are the result of power broadening by the laser and the
microwave field. The effect of the laser is eliminated in the pulsed
ODMR approach [80, 42], where the laser is switched off during the
application of the microwave field. The remaining broadening from
the microwave field is also eliminated in the Ramsey experiment
[81, 82], which yields spectra with linewidths equal to the natural
linewidth. The drawback of the Ramsey experiment is that it requires
excitation pulses that cover the full bandwidth of the spectrum. This
can be challenging for spectra with large hyperfine couplings.
Here, we present an experimental scheme that avoids power broad-
ening by using the Ramsey approach of free precession and the re-
quirement of strong microwave fields by using excitation pulses that
cover the full bandwidth with very low power. Compared to the
pulsed ODMR approach, this method does not suffer from a trade-
off between signal intensity and resolution. We achieve this by scan-
ning the frequency over the full spectral range. This type of pulses
are known as chirped pulses [46, 47, 48].
Since the microwave field interacts with the different transitions
sequentially, it excites not only the usual, magnetic-dipole allowed
transitions between the |mS = 0〉↔|mS = ±1〉 states (single-quantum
transitions), but also the ‘forbidden’ transition between the |mS = −1〉
↔|mS = +1〉 states (double-quantum transition). These different types
of transitions can be distinguished by appropriate shifts in the rela-
tive phases of the excitation and readout pulses. Some part of this
section has been published in Ref. [22].
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4.1 mathematical descriptions
4.1.1 Spin S=1/2 System
We use chirped excitation pulses to excite transitions in a large fre-
quency range. Figure 19 shows the basic idea: Assuming that we want
to excite the transition between the |mS = 0〉 and the |mS = 1〉 state
and that the system is initially in the ground state, we scan the fre-
quency through resonance in such a way that the system has a 50 %
transition probability to the |mS = 1〉 state and ends up in the super-
position state
Φ1 =
1√
2
(
e−iϕ1/2|0〉+ eiϕ1/2|1〉
)
,
which maximizes the coherence between the two levels. To reach this
state, the sweep must be non-adiabatic. The conditions for this are
discussed in section 4.1.3. The relative phase ϕ depends on the phase,
amplitude and scan rate of the microwave.
Figure 19: Excitation of a two-level system by non-adiabatic rapid passage.
For an adiabatic passage the initial and final states of the system
are equal to the non-perturbed eigenstate (|0〉, |1〉). After a non-
adiabatic passage, the final state is a coherent superposition of
the eigenstates |0〉 and |1〉. The conditions for the adiabaticity of
a passage are discussed in section 4.1.3.
The effect of the chirped pulse can thus be described by an unitary
operator [48]
Uzy
(
ϕ1,
pi
2
)
= e−iϕ1Sz e−i
pi
2 Sy .
As shown in figure 20, the system is then allowed to evolve freely
for a time t1. If Ω0 is the Larmor frequency of the system, the super-
position state acquires an additional phase Ω0t1 during this time. The
resulting state is
Φ2 = e−iΩ0t1SzΦ1
=
1√
2
(
e−i(Ω0t1+ϕ1)/2|0〉+ ei(Ω0t1+ϕ1)/2|1〉
)
.
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Figure 20: Pulse sequence for broadband Ramsey experiment with chirped
excitation pulses. ωstart defines the start frequency of the scan
and ωbdw the width of the scan. ω0 is the reference frequency
that relates the phase of the two pulses; for details see text. τp is
the pulse duration and t1 the free evolution time which is incre-
mented between experiments.
At this point, a second chirped pulse generates another transforma-
tion that we write as
Uyz
(pi
2
, ϕ2
)
= e−i
pi
2 Sy e−iϕ2Sz ,
thus converting the system into the final state
Φ3 = i sin
(
Ω0t1 + ϕ1 + ϕ2
2
)
|0〉
+ cos
(
Ω0t1 + ϕ1 + ϕ2
2
)
|1〉
The population of the ground/bright state |0〉 is thus
P(|0〉) =
[
sin
(
Ω0t1 + ϕ1 + ϕ2
2
)]2
=
1
2
[1− cos (Ω0t1 + ϕ1 + ϕ2)] .
Clearly, this corresponds to a Ramsey-fringe pattern, which can be
Fourier-transformed to obtain the spectrum (a single line at Ω0 in
this case).
4.1.2 Spin S=1 System
The NV-center in diamond is an electron spin S = 1 system. In this
section, we neglect the nuclear spins and write the relevant Hamilto-
nian
H = DS2z +Ω0Sz. (15)
Here, D = 2.8 GHz is the zero-field splitting and Ω0 the Larmor
frequency due to the interaction with the magnetic field. Figure 5
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(cf. section 2.5.2 on page 17) shows the resulting level structure. We
write |mS〉 for the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, where mS is the
eigenvalue of Sz.
In the following, we assume that the Rabi frequency is small com-
pared with the frequency separation of the relevant transitions. We
therefore can assume that the microwave field drives only one tran-
sition at a time [46, 47, 48]. If we scan from low to high frequency,
we first excite the transition |0〉 ↔ |+ 1〉 in the system shown in fig.
5. Starting from the initial state Ψ0 = |0〉, the first passage through
resonance converts it into
Ψ1 = Uzy (ϕ, θ) |0〉
= eiϕ/2 cos
θ
2
|0〉 − e−iϕ/2 sin θ
2
|+1〉 ,
where θ is the effective flip-angle of the pulse. Passing through the
second resonance, we obtain
Ψ2 = Uzy (ϕ, θ)Ψ1
= − sin θ
2
cos
θ
2
|−1〉 − e−iϕ/2 sin θ
2
|+1〉
+eiϕ cos2
θ
2
|0〉 .
Here, we have assumed that the effect of the pulse on both transitions
is the same. This is a good approximation if the scan rate and the
transition strengths are the same.
During the subsequent free evolution period, the system evolves to
Ψ3 = Uz (t1)Ψ2
= −e−i(Ω−1t1) sin θ
2
cos
θ
2
|−1〉
−e−i(Ω+1t1+ϕ/2) sin θ
2
|+1〉+ eiϕ cos2 θ
2
|0〉 ,
with Ω±1 = D ∓ Ω0 representing the resonance frequencies of the
two transitions.
This free precession period is terminated by the readout pulse,
which is identical to the excitation pulse (apart from an overall phase).
It converts part of the coherences back to populations:
Ψ4 = Uyz (θ, ϕ)Ψ3
= B−1 |−1〉+ B+1 |+1〉
+
[
−A1
(
e−i(Ω−1t1+
ϕ
2 ) + e−i(Ω+1t1+
ϕ
2 )
)
+ A2ei2ϕ
]
|0〉 .
The coefficients B−1 and B+1 are not given here since we are interested
only in the population P0 = P(|0〉) of the bright state |0〉:
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P0 =
∣∣∣A1 (e−i(Ω−1t1+ ϕ2 ) + e−i(Ω+1t1+ ϕ2 ))+ A2ei2ϕ∣∣∣2
= 2A21 + A
2
2
+ 2A21 cos ([Ω+1 −Ω−1] t1)
+ 2A1A2
[
cos
(
Ω+1t1 +
5ϕ
2
)
+ cos
(
Ω−1t1 +
5ϕ
2
)]
,
with the amplitudes
A1 = sin2
θ
2
cos
θ
2
, A2 = cos4
θ
2
.
The first term in this expression is a constant offset. The second term
oscillates at the frequency 2Ω0 = Ω−1 − Ω+1 of the | − 1〉 ↔ | +
1〉 transition, while the third term contains the two single-quantum
transition frequencies. Fourier transformation of this will therefore
yield a spectrum with the two allowed single-quantum transitions
and the ‘forbidden’ double-quantum transition frequency, as shown
in figure 5. Note that the frequencies in the figure are not the true
resonance frequencies. The relation between the apparent and the real
frequencies will be discussed in section 4.2.
4.1.3 Adiabatic Condition
Adiabatic pulses can be used to invert the populations of two states
(cf., e.g. [83]). Here, we use chirped pulses in the non-adiabatic regime
to create coherences of many transitions distributed over a broad fre-
quency range. The adiabaticity of a scan can be quantified by the
adiabaticity parameter [84]
Q(t) =
ωe f f (t)
|dθ/dt| .
Here, ωeff(t) is the effective magnetic field in the frame rotating with
the frequency of the microwave field and dθ/dt indicates the rate of
change of the instantaneous eigenstates. Close to resonance, ωe f f (t)
is minimal and equal to the Rabi frequency while dθ/dt reaches a
maximum. Hence the adiabaticity factor becomes minimal and can
be written as: Qmin = 2piν21 tp/∆ f [85]. ν1 is the Rabi frequency, tp
the duration of the chirp and ∆ f the chirp bandwidth. An adiabatic
transfer is achieved if Qmin  1. The condition for an adiabatic trans-
fer is thus that the rate dθ/dt at which the eigenstates change be small
compared to the Rabi frequency ν1. In our experiments the transfer
must be diabatic, which can be achieved by choosing dθ/dt > ν1.
We used Rabi frequencies < 30 MHz, pulse durations of 50− 120 ns
and chirp bandwidths of 250 MHz - 500 MHz. The maximal value of
the adiabaticity parameter used in the measurements was Qmin < 0.5.
This underlines that the excitations within our experiments were non-
adiabatic.
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4.2 experimental results
In this section we give a short introduction into the experimental pro-
cedure and the samples used. Then we present experimental results
that demonstrate how the experimental parameters have to be cho-
sen to optimize the information content of the resulting spectra. In
addition, we present experimental data from a system that requires a
large excitation bandwidth and contains a large number of resonance
lines.
The experiments were carried out as follows: For each point of t1
the frequency of the pulse was swept from ωstart up to the final fre-
quency ωstart +ωbdw. A free evolution period of duration t1 followed
the first MW-pulse. The second pulse was identical to the first up to
a phase as discussed in section 3.2. As in conventional Ramsey ex-
periments the time increment of the free evolution period t1 defines
the detection bandwidth and the total duration of the free evolution
respectively the maximal value of t1 defines the spectral resolution.
To avoid aliasing effects, we chose the chirp and detection bandwidth
equal. The measured time-domain signal was Fourier transformed to
recover the spectrum.
We applied the chirped Ramsey sequence shown in figure 20 to the
two diamond samples which were introduced in section 2.2 on page 6.
The NV-center of the 12C enriched diamond had a relaxation time of
T∗2 > 200 µs and the natural abundance diamond T∗2 ≈ 1 µs. For
the enriched sample the relaxation time was determined by a conven-
tional Ramsey measurement, for the natural abundance T∗2 was taken
from the chirped measurement.
We first present measurements of the enriched sample to illustrate
different features of this experiment, in particular how the phases
of the excitation pulses affect the observed frequency and phase of
the different types of resonance lines. Since we discuss Fourier trans-
formed time-domain signals of photon counts, we use arbitrary units
and omit the y-axes in the spectra presented in the following. The
pulse durations used in our experiments were chosen with respect
to a series of measurements of different pulse lengths which were
done for one of the NV-centers of the enriched sample. We chose the
pulse duration that yielded the maximum signal for single as well as
double-quantum coherence. For the other NV-centers the parameters
were chosen accordingly to gain similar values for the adiabaticity
factor Qmin.
4.2.1 Optimization of Pulse Duration
To optimize the duration of the chirp pulses, a series of chirped Ram-
sey experiments with increasing durations of the excitation and read-
out pulses were performed. As can be seen in fig. 21 for short pulse
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Figure 21: Optimization of pulse duration: Series of Ramsey measurements
to find the optimal pulse duration which creates single as well
as double-quantum coherences. The triplets to the left and right
are single-quantum coherences and the central triplets are double-
quantum coherences. The numbers on the right side are the pulse
durations which have been used in the measurement of the corre-
sponding spectra.
durations, mainly single-quantum coherences are created. With in-
creasing pulse durations peaks, corresponding to single as well as
double-quantum coherences, appear in the spectra. If the pulse du-
rations are further increased, the intensities of single-quantum coher-
ences start to decrease while the double-quantum coherences stay
constant. For pulse durations > 200 ns the double-quantum coher-
ences decrease as well. The measurements were performed with a
single NV-center in the enriched sample. The chirp bandwidth was
ωbdw = 500 MHz and started at ωstart = 2650.8 MHz. The detection
bandwidth was equal to the chirp bandwidth and the maximal du-
ration of the free evolution was t1 = 5 µs. The number of accumula-
tions per trace was 2 · 105. The reference frequency was detuned by
+20 MHz.
In the measurements presented in sections 4.2.4 and 4.2.3, which
were performed on the same NV-center, we used a pulse duration of
τp = 50 ns since in this case the spectrum contains single as well as
double-quantum coherences of reasonable intensities. The Rabi fre-
quencies of the single-quantum transitions were 27.3 MHz (leftmost
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triplet) and 21.7 MHz (rightmost triplet) thus the adiabaticity factor
was Qmin ≈ 0.47. We used this value as a guideline for the measure-
ments with other NV-centers (cf. sections 4.2.2, 4.2.5 and 4.2.6).
The intensities of the single- and double-quantum coherences in fig.
21 show oscillations of small amplitude with minima at: 80 ns (left
triplet), 140 ns (central triplet) and 50 ns (right triplet). Their origin is
not clear.
4.2.2 Reference Frequency
In the experiments we are not interested in the dc component 2A21 +
A22, which we omit in the following. We now compare experiments
where we change the phase of the second pulse with respect to that
of the first one by an angle α. The resulting signal is then
s = 2A21 · cos ([Ω+1 −Ω−1] t1)
+2A1A2
[
sin
(
Ω−1t1 +
5
2
ϕ− α
)
+ sin
(
Ω+1t1 +
5
2
ϕ− α
)]
(16)
We use this additional phase for two purposes: we increment it lin-
early with the free precession period t1 to shift the effective preces-
sion frequency, and we use it to distinguish the double-quantum tran-
sitions, which do not depend on α, from the single-quantum transi-
tions.
Looking first at the linear phase increments, we set α = ω0t1. The
resulting signal is then
s1 = 2A21 · cos ([Ω+1 −Ω−1] t1)
+2A1A2
[
sin
(
(Ω−1 −ω0) t1 + 52ϕ
)
+ sin
(
(Ω+1 −ω0) t1 + 52ϕ
)]
.
We therefore expect that the single-quantum transitions appear
shifted to the frequencies (Ω±1 − ω0), while the double-quantum
transitions remain at the natural frequency 2Ω0 = Ω+1 −Ω−1. This
is clearly borne out in figure 22, where we compare spectra obtained
with the same excitation scheme, but different reference frequencies.
The three groups of lines appear centered around Ω+1 − ω0, 2Ω0 =
Ω+1 −Ω−1, and Ω−1 − ω0. For these experiments, we chose ω0 such
that the resulting frequencies fall into a frequency window that is eas-
ily accessible. In the case of the spectra shown here, we incremented
t1 by 2 ns between scans, which yields, according to the Nyquist the-
orem, a 250 MHz frequency window. The maximum value of t1 was
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Figure 22: Ramsey spectra measured with different reference frequencies.
The actual transition frequencies are: Ω+1/2pi = 2798.5 MHz,
Ω−1/2pi = 2944.5 MHz and 2Ω0/2pi = 146 MHz. The reference
frequencies are given in the figure. For all spectra, the start fre-
quency of the chirp was ωstart = 2770 MHz and the chirp band-
width ωbdw = 250 MHz.
5 µs. The Rabi frequencies of the single-quantum transitions were 10.5
MHz (leftmost triplet) and 11.1 MHz (rightmost triplet). The num-
ber of accumulations was 2 · 105. The data were recorded in the same
magnetic field, which splits the |ms = ±1〉 lines by 146 MHz. All mea-
surements were done with frequency chirps starting at 2770 MHz and
the pulse lengths were τp = 120 ns. It is clearly seen that the single-
quantum transitions are shifted in the opposite direction from the ref-
erence frequency, while the double-quantum transitions (at 146 MHz)
are not affected by the detuning.
4.2.3 Phase Shifts
Instead of incrementing the phase proportionally with t1, we can also
compare two spectra with different constant phase shifts of the read-
out pulse. The two traces of figure 23.b show an example: the spectra
were obtained with phase shifts of 0 and pi between the two pulses;
only expanded regions of the full spectrum shown in figure 23 .a
are shown. These data were recorded with a different NV-center in
a higher magnetic field strength. The Rabi frequencies of the single-
quantum transitions were 27.3 MHz (leftmost triplet) and 21.7 MHz
(rightmost triplet). The number of accumulations was 4 · 105. The dif-
ferences in intensity of the single-quantum coherences might be due
to a frequency dependence of the pulse power. The chirp bandwidth
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was 500 MHz and the pulse duration τp = 50 ns. The detection band-
width was 500 MHz and the maximum value of t1 was 5 µs.
According to equation (16), we expect that the phase of the single-
quantum transitions |0〉 ↔ | ± 1〉 should change with α, while the
double-quantum transition | + 1〉 ↔ | − 1〉 should not change. In-
spection of the experimental data shows that the spectral lines close
to 60 and 375 MHz are inverted between the two spectra, while the
signals close to 315 MHz do not change. We therefore interpret the
outer lines as single-quantum transitions, the inner ones as double-
quantum transitions. This assignment is also consistent with the split-
tings due to the hyperfine interaction with the 14N nuclear spin, which
is 2.15 MHz for the single-quantum transitions and 4.3 MHz for the
double-quantum transition.
Figure 23: Phase-sensitive spectra of two chirped Ramsey measurements.
(a) Full spectrum. (b) Real parts of spectra obtained with phase
shifts α = 180◦ (top) and α = 0◦ (bottom). (c) Sum (top) and
difference (bottom) of the spectra in (b).
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Using this phase dependence, we can also separate the two types of
transitions by calculating the sum and difference of the two spectra.
According to Eq. (16) the difference of the two spectra should be
sα=0° − sα=180° = 4A1A2
[
sin
(
Ω−1t1 +
5
2
ϕ
)
+ sin
(
Ω+1t1 +
5
2
ϕ
)]
, (17)
and the sum
sα=0° + sα=180° = 4A21 · cos (2Ω0t1) . (18)
The lower part of fig. 23 shows the result of this operation: The sum
(upper trace) contains mostly the double-quantum signals, while the
difference is dominated by the single-quantum transitions which cor-
responds to the results of Eq. (17) and (18). The incomplete suppres-
sion of the other signals can be attributed to instabilities in the exper-
imental setup, which result in thermal frequency shifts and changing
amplitudes.
4.2.4 B-Field Dependence
Figure 24 shows spectra of the 12C enriched crystal for different mag-
netic field strengths. For these measurements the reference frequency
was ω0 = 2670.8 MHz. The start frequency of the chirp was ωstart =
2650.8 MHz, the chirp bandwidth ωbdw = 500 MHz and the pulse du-
ration τp = 50 ns. The sampling interval of 1 ns results in a detection
bandwidth of 500 MHz and maximum value of t1 of 5 µs yields a
digital frequency resolution of 100 kHz.
In each spectrum of the figure we list the splitting between the
single-quantum transitions, which corresponds to the magnetic field
component along the symmetry axis of the center, measured in fre-
quency units. The outer triplets correspond to the single-quantum
transitions (|0〉 ↔ |±1〉), the inner lines to the double-quantum transi-
tion (|+1〉 ↔ |−1〉). With increasing magnetic field strength, the split-
ting between the single-quantum transitions increases proportionally
and is always equal to the frequency of the double-quantum transi-
tion. The frequencies of the single-quantum transitions do not change
symmetrically. The mean values of the central lines of the single-
quantum transitions are: (Ω+ +Ω−) /2 = 205, 213 and 216 MHz. This
variation is due to non-secular terms of the Zeeman interaction (i.e.
SxBx + SyBy) which we have neglected in the Hamiltonian in Eq. (15).
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Figure 24: Absolute value spectra for different magnetic field strengths. 2Ω0
corresponds to the separation of the |+1〉 , |−1〉 levels and there-
fore to the separation between the two single-quantum transitions
and to the center frequency of the double-quantum transitions (in-
ner line of the triplet). The frequency values give the positions of
the central line of the respective triplet. The Rabi frequencies and
number of accumulations are identical to those in section 4.2.3.
4.2.5 Multi-Line Broadband Spectrum (‘low-field’)
The chirped excitation scheme is particularly useful when the spec-
tra cover a broad frequency range with many resonance lines. Such
a situation exists in NV-centers with a 13C nuclear spin in the first
coordination shell.
Figure 25 shows the spectrum of such a center. In this particular
center, the electron spin is coupled to a nearest-neighbor 13C nuclear
spin with a hyperfine coupling constant A‖ ≈ 126.5 MHz as well as
to an additional 13C with a coupling constant of A‖ ≈ 6.55 MHz. For
this measurement we used a type IIa natural abundance diamond
and applied a magnetic field of ≈ 9 G. The field was not aligned
and had an angle of ≈ 65° with respect to the symmetry axis of the
NV-center, which corresponded to a projected field strength of 3.7 G.
The chirp bandwidth was ωbdw = 250 MHz, starting from ωstart =
2750.3 MHz and the pulse-duration was τp = 60 ns. The detection
bandwidth was 250 MHz and the maximum value of t1 = 3 µs. The
number of accumulations was 2.36 · 107.
The top graph of figure 25 shows the absolute value of a chirped
Ramsey spectrum. The center graph shows the sum and the lower
the difference of two phase-shifted spectra, which correspond to the
double- and single-quantum transitions, respectively. The line at 126.5
MHz in b) is a zero-quantum transition. Its transition frequency matches
the hyperfine coupling constant of the nearest-neighbor 13C. In the
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Figure 25: Spectra of NV-center in natural abundance diamond with two
adjacent 13C nuclear spins. One strongly coupled with A‖ ≈
126.5 MHz (nearest-neighbor) and one with A‖ ≈ 6.55 MHz [42].
Ω0 ≈ 10 MHz is the Zeeman interaction, D the zero-field splitting
and ω0 the reference frequency. (a) Absolute value spectrum. (b)
Sum and (c) difference of the spectra obtained with phase shifts
α = 0◦ and α = 180◦. (d) Energy level scheme of the NV electron
spin coupled to a nearest-neighbor 13C within a small external
magnetic field B0 > 0. c0 indicates a splitting of the electron spin
ground state due to the coupling to the 13C nuclear spin. For the
sake of simplicity we have omitted the couplings to the 14N nu-
clear spin and the additional 13C.
spectra, we also indicate how the spectral lines can be assigned to
transitions of the electron spin with different configurations of the
three coupled nuclear spins. If we consider only the Hamiltonian
of Eq. (15) for the electron spin and the hyperfine interactions with
the nuclear spins, the single-quantum spectrum (bottom of figure 25)
should consist of 4 groups of six lines. In the experimental spectrum
the four groups contain more than six lines. This difference can be at-
tributed to the splitting of the |mS = 0〉 ground state due to the inter-
action with the transverse components of the magnetic field and the
nonsecular hyperfine interaction. Figure 25.d shows a level scheme,
which takes into account that the nonsecular terms of the hyperfine
interaction lift the degeneracy of the two spin states of the 13C nu-
clear spin associated with the |mS = 0〉 state [41]. The solid red ar-
rows indicate allowed single-quantum transitions and the dashed red
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arrows indicate ‘forbidden’ single-quantum transitions, where both
spins, the nuclear and electron, flip. The green arrows indicate double-
quantum transitions and the blue arrows zero-quantum transitions.
As a result of the nonsecular terms in the hyperfine interaction,
the electronic and nuclear spin degrees of freedom do not factor-
ize and a microwave field can drive transitions between any pair
of states whose energy difference matches the resonance condition,
including ‘forbidden’ transitions. Throughout the scan, the resonance
condition becomes fulfilled for different connected transitions and the
field thereby generates also coherences between states whose energy
difference does not match the microwave frequency. As discussed in
section 4.1.2, this leads to the excitation of double-quantum coherence
and in a similar way to the excitation of zero-quantum coherence be-
tween the |mS = ±1, ↑〉 and |mS = ±1, ↓〉 states (cf. fig. 25.b).
4.2.6 Multi-Line Broadband Spectrum (‘high-field’)
We performed an additional chirped Ramsey measurement with the
strongly coupled NV-center for a higher external magnetic field strength.
Figure 26 shows the corresponding sum and difference spectra. The
chirp and detection bandwidths were 500 MHz and the maximal value
of t1 = 3 µs. The start frequency of the chirp was ωstart = 2650 MHz,
the pulse duration τp = 60 ns and the number of accumulations 12 ·
106. The absolute strength of the external magnetic field was ≈ 129 G
which was measured with a 3-axis Hall sensor. The projected field
strength was taken from the splitting of the single-quantum transi-
tions indicated by the blue arrow in fig. 26 which was ≈ 51.4 G. Thus
the field tilt, with respect to the symmetry axis of the NV-center, was
≈ 66.5°.
The interpretation of the result of the high-field measurement is not
as straightforward as in the case of the low-field. A numerical anal-
ysis of the eigenvalue problem, using the Hamiltonian given by Eq.
(5), suggests that 8 bundles of multiple single-quantum transitions
should be obtainable in the spectrum above 2.6 GHz. Neglecting the
lines encircled in magenta the chirped spectrum shows only 5 clearly
visible multi-line bundles (see fig. 26.b). The green circles mark the
expected location of the remaining multi-line bundles. The black ar-
rows indicate the hyperfine splitting due to the nearest-neighbor 13C
(≈ 126.5 MHz). The red arrows indicate a splitting (≈ 19 MHz) due to
a lifting of the degeneracy of the electron spin ground state |mS = 0〉
with respect to the 13C nuclear spin states which has already been
mentioned in section 4.2.5 (see also fig. 25.d). Compared to the low-
field spectrum, shown in fig. 25.a-c, the signal intensities of the single-
and double-quantum coherences have been decreased while the inten-
sities of the zero-quantum transitions (≈ 126.5 MHz and ≈ 19 MHz)
have been increased. This could be explained by a growing differ-
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ence between the nuclear spin states for the electron spin ground
(|mS = 0〉) and excited states (|mS = ±1〉), for rising magnetic field
strengths. This corresponds to an increased mixing of the nuclear
spin states at the |mS = 0〉 state with respect to the |mS = ±1〉 states.
As was explained in the prior section, this state mixing causes the cre-
ation of zero- and double-quantum coherences during the excitation
with a chirped microwave pulse. Due to the increased state mixing,
it is reasonable that contributions of the zero- and double-quantum
coherences to the spectrum increase as well.
Most of the lines in the sum- and difference spectra in fig. 26.a
can be explained, if we consider the ‘missing’ line bundles. The ori-
gin of the lines marked by solid magenta ellipsoids in the difference
spectrum (at 129 MHz) and sum-spectrum (at 100 MHz) remains un-
clear. The frequencies of the multi-line bundle marked by the green
dashed ellipsoid are equal to the frequencies of the double-quantum
coherences (marked by the blue dashed ellipsoid) and the hyperfine
coupling constant of the nearest-neighbor 13C (here ≈ 125.4 MHz).
We observed an additional splitting of the zero-quantum coherences
shown by the insets in fig. 26.a. The origin of these splittings, which
are 0.64 MHz for the peaks at 19 MHz (red dashed ellipsoid) and
1.6 MHz for the peaks at 126 MHz (black dashed ellipsoid), will be
explained in the subsequent section.
Figure 26.c and 26.d show for a comparison the simulated spec-
trum of the Hamiltonian given by Eq. (19). We yield this spectrum
by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian and calculating the transition fre-
quencies between all energy eigenvalues. From the set of eigenvectors
we gained the transition probabilities which give the amplitudes of
the peaks shown in the spectra. Figure 26.c shows the lower end of
the spectrum from 0 MHz to 500 MHz. Figure 26.d shows the upper
end of the spectrum from 2650 MHz to 3150 MHz which is equal to
the chirp of the pulse. For the sake of simplicity the starting point
of the spectrum (2650 MHz) was shifted to the zero point. The low
frequency end of the simulated spectrum (fig. 26.c) shows almost the
same features as the measured spectrum (fig. 26.a). Thus the simu-
lated spectrum contains zero-quantum coherences (black dashed el-
lipsoids) at 19 MHz and at 126 MHz, with both showing splittings,
and also the coherences marked by the blue dashed ellipsoid, which
are double-quantum coherences, and the green dashed ellipsoid. The
frequencies of the lines enclosed by the magenta dashed ellipsoid
are equal to the difference frequencies of the double-quantum coher-
ences and the hyperfine coupling constant of the strongly coupled
13C, while the green dashed ellipsoid is given by the sum of the fre-
quencies. It is not clear why the sum-frequencies are experimentally
observable while the difference-frequencies are not. For a frequency
of> 2650 MHz the simulated spectrum (fig. 26.d) corresponds almost
entirely to the experimental one (fig. 26.b). Thus we obtain 8 multi-
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line bundles in both spectra, if we include the weak bundles in the
experimental difference-spectrum which are marked by green solid el-
lipsoids. The additional feature in fig. 26.b, which is marked by the
solid magenta ellipsoid, does not appear in the simulated spectrum.
4.2.7 Simulation of ‘High-Field’ Spectrum
To clarify the high-field spectrum presented in fig. 26 of the prior
section, we performed a simulation using the Hamiltonian:
Htot = He +
(
H14N + HHF14N
)
+(
H(1)
13C
+ H(1)
HF13C
)
+
(
H(2)
13C
+ H(2)
HF13C
)
. (19)
The Hamiltonians He, H14N and HHF14N are described by Eq. (6), (7)
and (3). The last four terms are the Hamiltonians of the two 13C’s
which are in the proximity of the NV-center. The first two Hamil-
tonians in the second line of Eq. (19) are assigned to the strongly
coupled and the last two to the weakly coupled 13C. The nuclear Zee-
man terms H(1)
13C
and H(2)
13C
are given by Eq. (8). Since the measured
spectra are of low quality, the hyperfine parameters were manually
selected to optimize the consistency of simulation and measurement.
The hyperfine coupling of the strongly coupled 13C is assumed to be:
H(1)
HF13C
= A(1)||13C Sz Iz,13C + A
(1)
⊥13C
(
Sx Ix,13C + Sy Iy,13C
)
+
A(1)ps13C
(
Sz Ix,13C + Sz Iy,13C + Sx Iz,13C + Sy Iz,13C
)
,
with A(1)||13C = 123.5 MHz, A
(1)
⊥13C = 127 MHz and A
(1)
ps13C = −4 MHz.
For the weakly coupled 13C we assumed a hyperfine interaction of:
H(2)
HF13C
= A(2)||13C Sz Iz,13C + A
(2)
⊥13C
(
Sx Ix,13C + Sy Iy,13C
)
,
with A(2)||13C =A
(2)
⊥13C = 6.85 MHz. Because the simulations did not
give reasonable spectra at the measured value of the absolute field
strength, we used the NV-center as a 2-D magnetic field sensor and de-
termined the magnetic field strength and orientation from the spectra.
We performed simulations for various absolute field strengths and
orientations with the aim to fit the frequencies for the first and fifth
multi-line bundle to the experimentally obtained values of 2.68 GHz
and 2.968 GHz (marked by vertical dashed gray lines in fig. 26.b). We
used the first and fifth multi-line bundle to determine the field param-
eters because they belong to the electron spin transitions |0〉 ↔ |+1〉
and |0〉 ↔ |−1〉 which were split by the Zeeman interaction. Thus
they are proportional to the strength and orientation of the external
magnetic field. The simulations yielded an absolute field strength of
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Figure 26: Chirped Ramsey Measurement at higher external field strength.
The sum-spectrum (a) shows the zero- and double-quantum
coherences and the difference-spectrum (b) shows the single-
quantum coherences. The colors of the arrows, which point out
the separations of the line bundles in the difference-spectrum,
correspond to the colors of the dashed ellipsoids shown in a).
The frequencies of the multi-line bundle marked by the green
dashed ellipsoid are equal to the double-quantum frequencies
plus the hyperfine splitting of the strongly coupled 13C, which
here is ≈ 125.4 MHz. The insets show magnifications of the
zero-quantum coherences which are split into two lines with the
frequencies: 126.8 MHz, 125.2 MHz (black dashed ellipsoid) and
19.41 MHz, 18.77 MHz (red dashed ellipsoid). For comparison, a
simulated spectrum is shown in (c) and (d). An detailed explana-
tion is given in the text. The intensities of the lines are normalized
to the strongest line observed in the corresponding frequency
range. On an absolute scale the intensity of the strongest line in c)
is ≈ 1/4 of the intensities of the lines in d). The blue dashed ellip-
soid in c) marks the double-quantum coherences. The red dashed
ellipsoid corresponds to the difference-frequency and the green
dashed ellipsoid to the sum-frequency of double-quantum coher-
ences and the hyperfine coupling constant of the strongly cou-
pled 13C.
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95 G and an angle between the field and the NV symmetry axis of
≈ ±57.25°.
The simulations showed that the frequency of the peak, which is
in fig. 26.c at 19 MHz, depends on the size of the non-secular hyper-
fine component A(1)⊥13C of the strongly coupled
13C. The splitting of
the peak at 126 MHz seems to depend on the pseudo-secular hyper-
fine component A(1)ps13C of the strongly coupled
13C. If A(1)⊥13C becomes
bigger than A(1)||13C , the frequency of the peak at 126 MHz shifts to
higher frequencies but also the transition probabilities of the peaks at
19 MHz and 126 MHz raise compared to the double-quantum coher-
ences (marked by the magenta, blue and green dashed ellipsoid). For
increasing values of A(1)ps13C the splitting of the line at 126 MHz grows.
The splitting of the peak at 19 MHz seems to be caused by the non-
secular component A(2)⊥13C of the weakly coupled
13C. Thus the split-
ting grows, if A(2)⊥13C is increased. Since the quality of the measured
spectrum is poor, more measurements with better signal-to-noise ra-
tio and with different orientations of the magnetic field as well as
different field strengths should be performed to clarify the spectra
and the parameters of the Hamiltonians.
4.3 conclusions
We have introduced a new experimental technique for measuring
broad spectra of electron spins. This approach does not require high
microwave power. The precession frequency of the spins is measured
in the absence of microwave irradiation, in the form of Ramsey fringes,
which results in high resolution spectra. The resulting spectra con-
tain not only the dipole-allowed single-quantum transitions, but also
multiple quantum transitions that can only be excited by multiple
absorption/emission processes. We have shown broadband spectra
of single NV-centers without and with adjacent 13C. We investigated
the behavior of the spectra under variation of external magnetic field
and phase differences between excitation of readout pulses. We ver-
ified that a discrimination of single- and zero- respectively double-
quantum coherences is possible by subtracting respectively adding
two phase-sensitive spectra where the phases of the readout pulse dif-
fered by 180°. This technique is particularly useful in the case of elec-
tron spins coupled to multiple nuclear spins. Such clusters of spins
may be important for quantum computing applications [11, 12, 79, 13].
The chirped Ramsey sequence can be a useful tool in seeking for pre-
cise data concerning the shape of the hyperfine coupling between 13C
and NV-centers. Thus we have shown a simulated spectrum, which
fits quite well to the measured spectrum, by adding a pseudo-secular
contribution to the hyperfine interaction tensor which was not taken
into account by the NV-center community before. Further analysis
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of a series of chirped Ramsey measurements with different orienta-
tions of the external magnetic field as well as different field strengths
should clarify the origin of some unexplained peaks in the measured
spectrum as discussed above (cf. fig. 26).
Here, we have demonstrated the chirped Ramsey technique on the
example of single electron spins in the diamond NV-center, but the
same approach should also be applicable to other systems where the
excitation bandwidth can be sufficiently large.

5
D Y N A M I C A L D E C O U P L I N G
In this chapter we present the results of the application of dynam-
ical decoupling (DD) sequences which we applied to diamond NV-
centers. In section 5.1 the effect of DD sequences is shown, which
are applied to a single transition of the NV-center electron spin. In
this case the NV-electron spin can be handled as a pseudo-spin 1/2.
The performance of different DD sequences (CPMG, XY-4 and KDD)
was studied with respect to pulse imperfections and arbitrary phases
of the initial states which was published in [23]. In section 5.2 we
present the results of the application of the CPMG sequence to a
double-quantum coherence, where both transitions of the NV elec-
tion spin have been excited by composite microwave pulses.
5.1 robust dynamical decoupling of single quantum co-
herence
For quantum computing it is important to have sufficiently long trans-
verse coherence times T2 to implement quantum algorithms. It is well
known that by application of DD sequences T2 of a spin system can
be extended. But the usefulness of these sequences for practical appli-
cations depends on the robustness of the performance with respect
to experimental imperfections, such as finite precision of control field
amplitudes. Since the number of control operations required for ef-
fective DD can be very large, it is essential that the errors from the
individual control operations do not accumulate. This goal can be
achieved by fault-tolerant DD sequences. In such sequences the errors
due to individual pulses respectively control operation imperfections
are compensated by the other control operations over the whole cycle
of the sequence [72, 86, 71].
Here, we test this approach on a single NV-center in diamond.
The effectiveness of the DD technique has been tested with differ-
ent types of diamond; de Lange, et al.[53] used a diamond with a
relatively high concentration of nitrogen impurities, which generates
a strong electron-spin bath. Other studies employed CVD grown di-
amond crystals with reduced nitrogen concentrations, in which the
nuclear spin bath of the 13C nuclear spins is the major source of deco-
herence [72, 87, 49].
This work differs from earlier studies by extending the dephas-
ing time T2 to nearly the value of the spin-relaxation time T1 by
applying hundreds of refocusing pulses. With such a large number
of pulses, the unavoidable imperfections of the individual gate op-
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erations would usually destroy the coherence of the qubits, thus we
used robust DD sequences to overcome this issue. Additionally we
investigated the robustness of DD sequences by applying pulses with
artificially inserted imperfections as flip angle errors and frequency
offsets.
In actual quantum computer schemes, quantum data, which for ex-
ample is stored in a spin state vector in the xy-plane, will have an
arbitrary orientation with respect to the irradiation direction of the
inversion pulses of the DD sequence. Thus, because a robust DD se-
quence should show a high performance for any quantum state, it is
necessary to perform appropriate verifications about the sequence’s
overall robustness. We therefore present here a study in which we
compare the performance of different DD sequences for arbitrary ini-
tial quantum states.
5.1.1 Experimental Results
The pulses for the DD sequences in this section were generated with
an AWG with a sampling rate of 2 GS/s. The generated pulses had
a frequency of 250 MHz, which was up-converted with a carrier fre-
quency to match the resonance frequency of the NV electron spin. A
permanent magnet was used to apply a static magnetic field, which
was roughly aligned with the direction of the principal axis of the
NV-center. The investigations were performed with NV-centers of the
natural abundance diamond sample (see sec.2.2). All the measured
curves in the present work are normalized in order to indicate the
probability P0 = P(|0〉) of the bright state |mS = 0〉. As a reference
for the normalization, maximum and minimum values from the Rabi
oscillation curve were taken for P0 = 1 and P0 = 0 respectively. To de-
termine the efficiency of the DD sequences, we measured the survival
probability which is given by:
ρ0 = |〈ψF|ψI〉|2 . (20)
|ψI〉 represents the initial state before the application of the DD
sequence and |ψF〉 the state at the end of the sequence. As described
in section 2.8 the final state is transferred back to population by an
additional MW readout pulse. Here, the readout pulse is equal to the
first MW pulse, which creates the initial state, except for the inverted
rotation direction.
5.1.1.1 Spin system
In the natural abundance diamond crystal with reduced nitrogen
concentration, the 13C nuclear spins form a spin bath that induces
decoherence on the NV-center [55, 79]. In the case of Hahn echoes,
the decoherence due to the 13C nuclear spins can be reduced signif-
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Figure 27: (a) Ramsey fringe; (b) Fourier transformation of Ramsey fringe
curve shows only three peaks due to hyperfine interaction with
14N nuclear spin of the NV-center.
icantly when the free precession period between the excitation and
refocusing pulse is a multiple of the nuclear spin Larmor precession
period [57]. For the present study, we selected an NV-center that had
no 13C nuclear spins in its immediate vicinity, so the coupling to the
nuclear spin bath is relatively weak and the time scales for decoher-
ence are correspondingly larger. Figure 27.a shows the Ramsey fringe
signal measured from this center and fig. 27.b its spectrum yielded
by Fourier transformation. We applied a magnetic field of 6.8 mT
along the direction of the symmetry axis and excited the transition at
2.68 GHz with resonant microwave pulses. The Rabi frequency used
in our measurements was 12.5 MHz. The number of accumulations
for the presented data was 2 · 106.
5.1.1.2 Dynamical decoupling
One of the simplest pulse sequences for dynamical decoupling is the
CPMG sequence - a train of equidistant pi-pulses around the same
axis. The performance of a DD sequence can be verified by keeping
the number of pulses fixed and successively increasing the delay time
between the pulses. For rising delay times the received signal usu-
ally decays and yields a time constant which depends on the applied
DD sequence. In fig. 28, we compare the signal decays for different
CPMG sequences, starting with the Hahn echo at the bottom and ex-
periments with increasing numbers of refocusing pulses towards the
top. In each curve, we observe an initial fast decay, which is followed
by a series of revivals. The revivals are separated by 2NτL, where N is
the number of pi pulses in the sequence and τL ≈ 73 µs is the Larmor
period of the 13C nuclear spins. This implies that the refocusing is
most effective when the nuclear spins constituting the environment
have completed an integral number of Larmor precessions between
the pulses. The dashed curves in fig. 28 represent fits with the func-
tion:
f (t) = exp(−( t
T2
)n) . (21)
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Figure 28: Coherence decay curves for different dynamical decoupling se-
quences. The bottom curve shows the result from the Hahn echo,
the upper curves correspond to the CPMG sequences with in-
creasing number of refocusing pulses. The gray dashed lines rep-
resent fits to the function given by Eq. (21). The initial state was
chosen along the rotation axis of the refocusing pulses. The top
curve shows the longitudinal relaxation of the bright state with
T1 ≈ 4 ms.
The decay times T2 and exponents n are fitted to the maxima of the
Larmor revivals in the experimental data. The coherence times T2 are
given in the figure legend.
Figure 29 summarizes the increase of the coherence time with the
number of refocusing pulses. The coherence times resulting from the
CPMG measurements are shown as black squares. The filled squares
represent the values obtained by fitting the decay of the Larmor re-
vivals (see dashed curves in fig. 28) which yields T2. The open squares
represent the initial decay time constants which are denoted as T02 . In
both cases, the decay time increases with the number of pulses in
the DD sequence. If we take the values from the maxima of the Lar-
mor revivals, they increase from ≈ 0.3 ms (for the Hahn echo) up to
≈ 2.2 ms (for CPMG with N = 128).
Apart from the increase of the coherence time with the number of
pulses, we find that also the shape of the decay curve given by Eq. (21)
changes. In fig.29, we quantify this by the exponent n, which changes
from ≈ 3 (for the Hahn echo) to ≈ 1 (for CPMG with N = 128).
This result indicates that different processes are responsible for the
observed decoherence. For relatively long pulse separations, as in
the case of the Hahn echo, the dominant environmental interaction
is the hyperfine coupling to the nuclear spins. The shortest relevant
timescale for the nuclear spins is the Larmor precession of the 13C’s,
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Figure 29: T2 and T02 as a function of the number of pulses in the CPMG
and KDD sequences. Black symbols show CPMG and red KDD
data. Solid symbols represent T2 values obtained from the enve-
lope of the revivals, and open symbols are T02 values from the
initial decay. Green symbols represent the exponent n in the de-
cay function of Eq. (21). The initial state was pointing along the
irradiation axis of the CPMG pulses in the rotating frame. The
dashed blue line shows the value of T1.
which has a period of τL ≈ 73 µs. Since this evolution is coherent, the
associated decay is refocused at specific times, giving rise to the Lar-
mor revivals [88]. On a slower timescale, the nuclear spins undergo
mutual spin flips, which also contribute to the decoherence of the
electron spin.
When the spacing between the pulses is short compared to the Lar-
mor period, the decoupling of the NV electron spin from the 13C
nuclear spin bath is almost perfect. This is demonstrated in fig. 29 by
the convergence of the curves from the decay time of the envelope
with that of the initial decay. Both time scales converge to a limiting
value of ≈ 2.2 ms, which is only slightly shorter than the longitudinal
relaxation time T1 ≈ 4 ms for this spin. Apparently, the remaining de-
coherence arises from processes with significantly shorter correlation
times, which cannot be refocused by dynamical decoupling. Possi-
ble candidates for these processes could be interactions with electric
fields [17] or phononic processes. This interpretation is compatible
with the observation of a purely exponential decay, which is expected
if the correlation time of the environment is shorter than the inter-
pulse delay of the dynamical decoupling.
5.1.1.3 Parallel and orthogonal initial states
The above experiments were performed with one specific initial con-
dition, for which the CPMG sequence is optimized. However, in quan-
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Figure 30: Survival probabilities of two orthogonal initial states, |x〉 (solid
symbols) and |y〉 (empty) during different sequences of equidis-
tant refocusing pulses for CPMG (red), KDD (blue), and XY-4
(green). The time interval between the refocusing pulses was
fixed to 0.8 µs.
tum information processing, DD sequences will probably be applied
in parallel to the control operations of a quantum algorithm and
thus the conditions of the state which is to be decoupled from the
environment are not known. To evaluate the effectiveness for arbi-
trary initial conditions, we now consider the effect of the DD se-
quence on two orthogonal initial conditions |x〉 = (|0〉+ |1〉)/√2 and
|y〉 = (|0〉+ i|1〉)/√2. Figure 30 shows the decay of these states for
the DD sequences CPMG, KDD, and XY-4 as a function of the number
of refocusing pulses. In the case of the CPMG sequence, we observe
a strong asymmetry between the two initial condition: If the initial
spin polarization is oriented along the rotation axis of the refocusing
pulses, the state preservation is very effective. If the initial state is
perpendicular to the direction of the pulses, the first ≈ 10 pulses de-
stroy the coherence almost completely. This effect is expected if the
rotation angle of the pulses deviates from the ideal value of pi. Such a
flip angle error compensates over one cycle of the CPMG sequence if
the state is polarized along the rotation axis, but for orthogonal orien-
tations, the flip angle errors of the individual pulses accumulate and
cause an unwanted evolution of the system [69, 89, 64].
Such a strong dependence on the initial state of the system is not
practical for the application in quantum information processing. Uni-
versal DD sequences must be effective for arbitrary quantum states
and they have to be robust against pulse errors. The earliest sequence
that was designed to meet this requirements is the XY-4 sequence
[89, 70, 90] and its derivatives that increase the robustness by combin-
ing different versions of the basic XY-4 cycle into longer cycles with
better compensation of pulse imperfections [70, 91]. A more recent
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Figure 31: Experimental results of the survival probability |〈ψF|ψI〉|2 for the
sequences CPMG, KDD and XY-4 after 20 DD pulses as a function
of the parameters θ and φ that define the initial state of Eq. (22).
The top left corner illustrates the Bloch sphere representation of
arbitrary state of the NV-center. The time interval between the
refocusing pulses was fixed to 1 µs.
sequence that shows even better performance is the KDD sequence
[71], which is based on an expansion scheme developed by Cho et al.
[92]. As shown in fig. 30, the performance of KDD and XY-4 does not
depend on the initial state, within the experimental uncertainties. The
performance of the XY-4 sequence is comparable to that of CPMG_y
for < 20 pulses but deteriorates for longer sequences, while the KDD
sequence matches the performance of CPMG_y for both initial condi-
tions, indicating that this sequence largely compensates the flip angle
errors of the individual pulses.
5.1.1.4 Arbitrary initial states
To perform measurements with arbitrary initial conditions, we pre-
pared initial states which are expressed by
|ψI〉 = cos( θ2 )|0〉+ sin(
θ
2
)eiφ|1〉, (22)
where the angles θ and φ, which parametrize the state, correspond
to spherical coordinates on the Bloch sphere. Figure 31 shows the
observed survival probability of the final state after 20 refocusing
pulses. The three panels represent the survival probability as a func-
tion of θ and φ for the three DD sequences CPMG, XY-4 and KDD.
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Figure 32: Left column: Survival probability of the electron spin state as a
function of the fractional flip angle error with respect to a 180◦
flip angle. The initial state was chosen along the rotation axis of
the CPMG pulses. The numbers in the parentheses represent the
number of refocusing pulses in the DD sequence. Right column:
Variation of survival probability as a function of the frequency
offset errors of the pulses. The numbers in the parentheses rep-
resent the number of refocusing pulses in the DD sequence. The
time interval between the refocusing pulses was fixed to 1 µs.
All three sequences reach almost perfect survival probabilities for
θ = φ = 90°, which corresponds to the y initial condition where
the spins are aligned with the rotation axis of the CPMG pulses. In
the case of CPMG, the performance deteriorates when the initial con-
dition deviates significantly from this situation. This behavior is an
indication that the decay of the system fidelity is dominated not by
the environment, but rather by pulse imperfections [64, 71].
5.1.1.5 Effect of pulse imperfections
Apart from finite pulse durations, the two dominant experimental
imperfections that limit the performance of experimental dynamical
decoupling are flip angle errors and frequency offset errors. In fig. 32,
we experimentally investigate the effect of these imperfections on the
performance of different dynamical decoupling sequences. In the left
hand columns, we measured the remaining spin polarization after 20
and 200 pulses as a function of the actual flip angle of each pulse.
For 20 refocusing pulses and longitudinal initial conditions, flip an-
gle errors of up to ±10 % do not reduce the fidelity. For the robust
sequences, whose performance does not depend significantly on the
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Figure 33: Tomography of the final spin state with respect to the initial state
after the application of the CPMG sequence. The x-axis gives the
number of refocusing pulses of the sequence. The angles θ and
φ parametrize the state vector given by Eq. (22). The initial state
was oriented along the x-axis with θ = 90° and φ = 0. In this
case CPMG acts like the CP sequence which very is sensitive to
pulse imperfections. The decay of the spin coherence during the
application of the DD sequence was negligible.
initial condition, KDD clearly outperforms XY-4. This is particularly
well visible for 200 pulses. Interestingly, XY-4 shows strong oscilla-
tions as a function of the flip angle error. This implies that XY-4 be-
comes very sensitive to flip angle errors if more than 100 refocusing
pulses are used, which limits its usability. The right hand column
shows the measured behavior as a function of the offset error for
20 refocusing pulses. For all three sequences, we observe significant
reductions of the fidelity if the offset exceeds ≈ 2 MHz. This is sig-
nificantly less than the Rabi frequency (12.5 MHz) of the pulses used
for these experiments and comparable to inherent offsets like the hy-
perfine interaction with the 14N nuclear spin.
In order to better understand the processes that reduce the process
fidelity, we performed state tomography after the application of the
CPMG sequence with 20 inversion pulses to an initial state which
was orientated along the x-axis (θ = 90°, φ = 0). Figure 33 shows an
increasing deviation of the state orientation of the final state from the
initial state with increasing number of refocusing pulses. After the 20
refocusing pulses the angles θ and φ reached both a value of ≈ 30°.
From the change of θ we estimate from the state tomography a pulse
flip angle error of ≈ 9°, which corresponds to a 5 % deviation from
the targeted 180° rotation. This value is close to the achievable reso-
lution of the pulse duration in our setup, which is limited to 0.5 ns
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due to the sampling rate of 2 GS/s of our AWG. From the change
of φ we estimate additionally a frequency offset of ≈ 1.9 MHz. This
level of error is supported by the results of the frequency offset er-
rors in fig. 32 (diagrams on the right side). The central positions of all
three curves are slightly shifted to positive frequencies by 0.5 MHz to
1.5 MHz. The origin of this frequency offset error is unclear, because
we tuned the excitation frequency of the microwave pulses as pre-
cisely as possible to the frequency of the central line of the hyperfine
split electron spin transitions (see fig. 27.b), thus any off-resonance ef-
fect of the two outer hyperfine lines will appear symmetrical around
the central line but should not cause a frequency offset. To confirm
whether the off-resonance effect is responsible for the frequency off-
set errors measured in fig. 32, experiments at the excited state level
anti-crossing point (514 G) could be performed. Thus only one of the
14N nuclear spin states will be populated [80] and the off-resonance
effect will be removed completely.
5.1.2 Conclusions
Dynamical decoupling is an effective method for increasing the coher-
ence time of quantum bits, such as spin qubits in solids. As long as
the fluctuations of the noise sources are comparable to or slower than
the system’s coherence time, DD can increase the survival time of the
quantum information. The main contribution to the decoherence in
natural abundance diamond is due to the 13C nuclear spin bath. We
have shown that the decoupling of a single NV electron spin from the
spin bath by CPMG and KDD sequences performs well and yields a
T2 of up to 2.2 ms. This is very close to the T1 limit of ≈ 4 ms, which
is determined by different, more rapidly fluctuating processes. We
found that the recently introduced DD sequence KDD is remarkably
robust and performs well for arbitrary initial conditions. It is much
less susceptible to experimental uncertainties, such as flip-angle er-
rors and frequency offsets, than the simpler sequences CPMG and
XY-4. We expect that the KDD sequence will be used for many other
purposes requiring long coherence time, such as ac-magnetometry or
to increase the lifetime of multipartite systems, including entangled
states.
5.2 dynamical decoupling of double-quantum coherence
In the case of a diamond NV-center noise acting on a double-quantum
coherence (DQC) behaves essentially in the same way as on a single-
quantum coherence (SQC) but the sources and the strength of the in-
fluence might differ. Because the two electron spin states |±1〉 are
involved in a DQC, its sensitivity to magnetic field fluctuations is
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doubled compared to a SQC. On the other hand, a DQC is less sensi-
tive to temperature fluctuations since the splitting of the states |±1〉
is only given by an external magnetic field. For a SQC however the
level splitting is given by a magnetic field and the zero-field splitting
which shows a temperature dependency [19, 20, 21]. This tempera-
ture dependency opens a possibility for a practical application of the
NV-centers as atomic scaled temperature sensors. In this case, DQCs
might play a roll to determine the contribution of the external mag-
netic field to the Larmor frequency of a SQC.
5.2.1 Experimental Results
For the measurements presented in this section we used the same
setup as described in the the prior section 5.1 and also the natural
abundance diamond. The external magnetic field was not aligned to
the symmetry axis of the NV-center and had a projected field strength
of ≈ 34 G. All measured curves are normalized in order to indi-
cate the probability P0 = P(|0〉) of the bright state |mS = 0〉. For the
normalization we used again the maximum (P0 = 1) and minimum
(P0 = 0) values from the Rabi oscillation curve.
Transition A:
Transition B:
pi
pipi/2
pi/2
τ
pi
pi
pi
τ2τ
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Figure 34: CPMG sequence for double-quantum coherences: Transitions A
and B denote the two electron spin transitions (cf. fig. 8.a). The
first and last pulses are composite pi/2-pulses and two pulses
inside the brackets are composite pi-pulses as given in fig. 8.b.
N represents the number of cycles of the enclosed sub-sequence.
For both transitions the durations of the pi/2-pulses were ≈ 25 ns
and of the pi-pulses ≈ 50 ns.
To gain some insights about the noise sources, which act on SQCs
as well on DQC, we applied the CPMG sequence to a DQC of a single
NV-center. Figure 34 shows a scheme of the applied CPMG sequence.
The DQC was created by a composite pulse consisting of a pi/2-pulse
and the transition A and a pi-pulse on transition B to create the DQC.
For definitions of the transition designation see fig. 8.b in section 2.6.2.
The inversion pulses of the CPMG sequence that is applied to the
DQC is composite of three SQC-pulses: a pi-pulse on transition A, a
pi-pulse on transition B and a second pi-pulse on transition A. The
Rabi frequencies of both transitions were ≈ 10 MHz. Thus all three
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Figure 35: Comparison of T2 of SQCs (blue circles) and DQCs (magenta
squares) under application of dynamical decoupling (CPMG).
The number of refocusing pulses was increased in multiples of
2N where N is given by the number of CPMG cycles.
hyperfine split electron spin transitions were excited by the applied
pulses.
Figure 35 shows the resulting coherence times of the DQCs using
the CPMG sequence and a comparison with the SQC coherence times
of the initial decays. The results are plotted on a double logarithmic
scale. Exponential functions f (x) = a · xb are fitted to the data sets.
The fits were weighted with respect to the uncertainties of the data
points. As can be seen the coherence times of the DQCs are smaller
for lower number of pulses. The number of pulses is increased in
multiples of 2N , with N denoting the number of cycles. In case of
single-quantum coherences the increment with the number of pulses
is approximately N0.95, for double-quantum coherences it is approx-
imately N1.06. Overall both coherences converge to the same time,
limited by T1 ≈ 4 ms of the bright state for the sample used in this
measurements (cf. fig.9.c).
5.2.2 Discussion
Figure 36.a shows the DQC Hahn echo decay and fig. 36.b the DQC
CPMG echo decay with 4 cycles (more data are shown in section A.3).
It is interesting to note that the amplitudes of the DQC CPMG echos
did not reach as large values as the DQC Hahn echo or the SQC
CPMG echos. It seems that the refocusing of the DQC CPMG echo
of the shown measurement data is less effective for short evolution
times but reaches a maximum at around 15 µs.
The decay constants of the DQC measurements, which are shown
in fig. 35, are yielded by fitting the function:
f (t) = a · exp (−t/dt)4 + b ,
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Figure 36: a) DQC Hahn Echo measurement and b) DQC CPMG measure-
ment with 4 cycles.
to the data sets [93]. a is the amplitude, b the offset and dt the decay
constant. The fractions of the decay data sets, which contain the rising
of the DQC CPMG echos, were ignored during the fitting procedure.
The measurements of the offsets b ranged between 0.26 and 0.33 and
the values for the amplitudes a ranged between 0.16 and 0.24.
Additionally, we performed measurements to verify the refocusing
positions of the Hahn and CPMG echos. The results are shown in fig.
37. The refocusing of the Hahn echo works well, while on the other
hand the CPMG echo is time shifted and the refocusing takes place ≈
20 µs earlier as expected. We performed numerical simulations (not
shown) which indicated that the shift of the echo position is related
to the large durations of the composite pulses and that the position
shift would vanish for larger Rabi frequencies.
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Figure 37: Echo refocusing positions: a) Position of Hahn echo and b) of
the CPMG echo for double-quantum coherences. The DQC Hahn
echo refocuses as expected at ∆ = 0 while the CPMG echo refo-
cuses before the expected echo position and shows a time shift of
∆ ≈ −20 µs. Numerical simulations indicate that this is related
to the long durations of the composite pulses which were approx-
imately 75 ns for a pi/2 and 150 ns for a pi-pulse.
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5.2.3 Conclusion
Our measurements showed that T2 for the DQC is smaller compared
to those of the SQC which indicates that the main source of deco-
herence is due to magnetic field fluctuations respectively distortions
coupling to the |±1〉 states. Zhao et al. [94] performed a theoretical
analysis and predicted that the coherence time of the DQC can be
longer than for the SQC and called it an anomalous decoherence effect.
Huang et al. [95] performed measurements on single NV-centers in
diamond and verified the results of Zhao et al.. They performed their
measurements at weak magnetic fields (< 20 G) and used selective
microwave pulses to excite one of the three hyperfine split electron
spin transitions. They used the CP sequence to decouple the NV elec-
tron spin and the environment. The measurements we carried out
and presented in this section did not reveal an anomalous decoher-
ence effect even if the used sample was also a type-IIa diamond with
nitrogen concentrations < 1 ppb. A difference between our excitation
scheme and the one of Ref. [95] is that we used non-selective excita-
tion pulses and excited all three hyperfine lines. It is unclear whether
this has an influence on the decoherence process and the difference
between our result and that of Ref. [95] can be attributed to it.
6
E L E C T R O N S P I N E C H O E N V E L O P E M O D U L AT I O N
The hyperfine coupling between a 13C nuclear spin and a NV electron
spin can have an influence on the Hahn echo decay of the electron
spin and can cause modulations in the signal. The modulations are
called electron spin echo envelope modulation (ESEEM) and can be used
to investigate the hyperfine coupling between the spins [96, 97]. We
applied the two-pulse ESEEM sequence to NV-centers coupled by hy-
perfine interaction to 13C’s in the immediate vicinity. The two-pulse
ESEEM sequence is identical to the Hahn echo sequence which was
introduced in section 2.8.1. The two pulse ESEEM was already mea-
sured with NV bulk samples in Ref. [98], but there, only the nuclear
Zeeman interaction of the 13C atoms was observable in the ESEEM
spectrum. In bulk measurements the contributions of the 13C hyper-
fine interactions to the ESEEM cancel, because of the large number
of coupled 13C’s and the variance of the hyperfine coupling strength,
which is related to the distance between the NV-center and the 13C’s.
Here, we present ESEEM measurements of two single NV-centers in
a natural abundance diamond sample, each coupled to a 13C in the
close proximity. The ESEEM spectra show relations to the secular hy-
perfine components which were confirmed by Ramsey measurements.
In section 6.1.1 we show the relationship between the spectrum of
the Ramsey measurement and the ESEEM spectrum. In section 6.1.2
we show the dependency of the ESEEM modulation frequency and
amplitude under application of the CPMG sequence with increasing
number of refocusing pulses.
6.1 experimental results
All measured curves in this section are normalized in order to indi-
cate the probability P0 = P(|0〉) of the bright state |mS = 0〉. For the
normalization we used the maximum (P0 = 1) and minimum (P0 = 0)
values from Rabi oscillation measurements. For the presented mea-
surements we used an AWG with a sampling rate of 2 GS/s and gen-
erated pulses with a frequency of 250 MHz, which was up-converted
with a carrier frequency to match the resonance frequency of the cor-
responding electron spin transitions. A permanent magnet was used
to apply a magnetic field to the NV-centers. The field was not aligned
with the NV symmetry axis and had a projected field strength of
≈ 61 G for both measurements presented in the following.
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Figure 38: Ramsey fringe and two-pulse ESEEM modulation of the first NV-
center: In a) the Ramsey fringes and in b) the corresponding spec-
trum are shown. c) shows modulations in the Hahn echo decay
whose spectrum is given in d). The green and red arrows in b)
indicate a splittings due to couplings to 13C’s. The spectrum of
the ESEEM in d) shows two peaks, marked by the green and red
ellipsoids, whose frequencies correspond to half of the splittings
observed in b). The number of accumulations of the Ramsey mea-
surement was 4.7 · 106 and for the Hahn echo 1.2 · 106. The Rabi
frequency was 10.62 MHz and the spectrum is shifted due to a
detuning of the reference frequency by 20 MHz.
6.1.1 ESEEM of NV-center coupled to 13C
Utilizing the Ramsey fringe spectrum (see fig. 38.b) we identified a
single NV-center coupled to two 13C nuclear spins, to which we ap-
plied the Hahn echo sequence in the following. Figure 38.a shows the
time domain signal of the Ramsey measurement. In fig. 38.b the rele-
vant range of the spectrum of the Ramsey fringes is shown. The green
arrow indicates a splitting of ≈ 4.34 MHz which is caused by an ad-
jacent 13C. The inset in fig. 38.b shows a zoom of the central peak to
improve the visibility of an additional splitting of ≈ 0.5 MHz, due to
a second 13C, which is indicated by the red arrow1. The Hahn echo in
fig. 38.c shows the ESEEM signal caused by the hyperfine couplings
of the two carbons. To get the spectrum of the ESEEM, an exponential
decay was subtracted from the Hahn echo time domain signal and a
Gaussian damping was applied. The spectrum, shown in fig. 38.d.,
contains peaks at ≈ 0.26 MHz (red ellipsoid) and ≈ 2.1 MHz (green
ellipsoid) which is approximately half of the splittings shown in the
spectrum of fig. 38.b.
1 An overview of the hyperfine coupling values for 13C atoms located at different
lattice sites in the proximity of a NV-center is given in Ref. [42, 43].
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Figure 39: Ramsey fringe of the second NV-center: In a) Ramsey fringes
and in b) the spectrum are shown. The spectrum is the re-
sult of two superposed triplets that are split by a frequency of
≈ 2.18 MHz. The green arrow denotes the splitting. We used a
Rabi frequency of 10.74 MHz and a detuning of the reference fre-
quency of 20 MHz. The number of accumulations was 106 and
the increment for the free evolution time t1 was 12 ns.
6.1.2 ESEEM in CPMG Signal
In this section we present the results of the ESEEM measurements
using the CPMG sequence which was introduced in section 2.8.2.
The time domain signal and the relevant range of the correspond-
ing spectrum of the Ramsey measurement for the NV-center used
here is shown in fig. 39.a and fig. 39.b. The spectrum shows four lines
whose occurrence is explained by a coupling to an adjacent 13C which
causes a splitting of ≈ 2.18 MHz. Thus the spectrum is the result of a
superposition of two triplets. One was shifted to lower and the other
to higher frequencies by ≈ 1.09 MHz. Since the hyperfine splitting
due to the 13C almost equals the splitting due to the 14N, two lines
of each triplet overlap, giving rise to the four lines in the spectrum.
This is underlined by the intensities of the two central lines which are
approximately of double height compared to the outer two lines.
In fig. 40.a the time domain signal of the Hahn echo and the CPMG
sequences, with: 2, 4, 6 and 8 pulses, are shown. The number of ac-
cumulations were (with increasing number of refocusing pulses): 107,
106, 4 · 105, 4 · 105 and 106. The spectra are given in fig. 40.b. Expo-
nential decays were subtracted from the time domain data before the
spectra were calculated. The spectra show an increasing number of
higher order peaks with increasing number of refocusing pulses. For
CPMG-4 and -6 the higher order peaks appear at frequencies, which
are integer multiples of the corresponding second peak (main peak).
Additionally, a peak to the left of the main peak is observed which
rises with increasing number of pulses. The origin of this peak is not
clear.
The frequencies of the main (respectively the second) peaks are
given in fig. 41 marked by magenta ellipsoids. A value at zero refo-
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Figure 40: ESEEM of Hahn echo and CPMG decay. The ESEEM of the initial
decays (cf. fig. 28) were measured and are shown in a). The spec-
tra of the modulations are shown in b). The main peaks (respec-
tively the second peaks) are marked by the magenta ellipsoids.
cusing pulses is included in the diagram which is given by the half
of the 13C hyperfine coupling obtained by the Ramsey measurement.
The dashed line is a plot of the function:
f (x) =
A‖
2 · x , (23)
with the hyperfine interaction constant A‖ = 2.18 MHz and x the
number of refocusing pulses. Thus the frequency of the main peak
is reciprocally proportional to the number of pulses of the CPMG se-
quence. In fig. 42 the time constants of the first decays (black squares)
and the modulation amplitudes (magenta asterisks) are shown. Anal-
ogous to the data presented in fig. 28 on page 66 the decay constants
increase linearly with increasing number of refocusing pulses. The
amplitude of the modulations also increases but saturates for more
than 4 pulses.
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Figure 41: Frequencies of main max-
ima (resp. the second
peaks) of fig. 40.b. The
first data point is equal
to the half of the hyper-
fine splitting which was
obtained by the Ram-
sey measurement. The
dashed line (magenta) is
given by Ep. (23). Details
are given in the text.
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Figure 42: Decay constants (left axis,
black squares) and mod-
ulation amplitudes (right
axis, magenta asterisks) as
function of the number of
refocusing pulses.
6.2 conclusions
We presented in this section ESEEM measurements obtained from sin-
gle NV-centers. The modulations are caused by adjacent 13C’s which
were coupled via hyperfine interaction to the NV-centers. The ob-
tained ESEEM spectra show relations to the carbon hyperfine inter-
action constants, which we obtained from Ramsey spectra, with a
proportionality factor of ≈ 1/2. We showed that the CPMG sequence
can be used as well to obtain ESEEM signals. The modulation fre-
quencies and amplitudes showed a dependency on the number of re-
focusing pulses. While the modulation amplitudes saturate for more
than 4 refocusing pulses, the main peaks of the modulation spectra
had a dependency inversely proportional to the number of refocus-
ing pulses. The spectra of the ESEEM signals in fig. 40 showed addi-
tionally higher order (> 2) peaks whose separations are equal to the
frequency of the corresponding main peak. However, the origin of the
peaks is not clear as well as the rising of the peaks to the left side of
the main peaks. Further investigations e.g. with different orientations
and strengths of the external magnetic field might help to clarify the
shape of the ESEEM spectra. Hereby, ESEEM could become a use-
ful tool to precisely determine the form of the hyperfine interaction
between NV-centers and adjacent 13C’s.

7
F U T U R E P R O S P E C T S
7.1 control of nv nuclear spin via electron spin
In order to implement complex quantum algorithms in quantum com-
puters, long coherence times of the data stored in the qubits are
very important. Because coherence times of nuclear spins are usually
longer than those for electron spins, it might be advantageous to use
hybrid systems consisting of electron and nuclear spins for qubit reg-
isters. In these systems the electron spins would be the actual qubits
while the nuclear spins would act as a buffer to store the electron
quantum states temporarily. It is essential to control the nuclear spin
state to use it in a hybrid system. Usually, the dipole moments of
nuclear spins are smaller by three orders of magnitude compared to
electron spins. Thus usually radio frequency fields of high power are
needed to reach sufficiently high Rabi frequencies which allow e.g.
the transfer of the electron spin state to the nuclear spin within T∗2 of
the electron spin. Besides the high radio frequency power a separate
setup for the application of the radio frequency field is needed as
well. For cases where high power is not desirable or not feasible, the
nuclear spin could be controlled under certain circumstances via the
manipulation of the electron spin state.
It is known that for spin systems where the electron and nuclear
spins are coupled by a hyperfine tensor containing pseudo-secular
terms, control of a nuclear spin via a electron spin is possible [99, 100].
The pseudo-secular terms of the hyperfine coupling are responsible
for a dependency of the nuclear spin quantization axis on the electron
spin state. Thus, the nuclear spin can be transferred into an arbitrary
state by modifying the nuclear spin quantization axes through the
electron spin. As shown in section 3 the hyperfine coupling between
the electron and nuclear spin of the 14NV-center does not contain
pseudo-secular but non-secular terms because of its axial symme-
try. But by exposing an axial symmetric hyperfine tensor to a mag-
netic field, which is tilted with respect to the symmetry axis, pseudo-
secular hyperfine terms are obtained [101].
In this section an analytical derivation will be given that shows how
a tilted magnetic field will affect the coupling between an electron
S = 1/2 and a nuclear spin I = 1. Next the coupling between an
electron spin S = 1 and nuclear spin I = 1 is analyzed numerically. In
this case the entire Hamiltonian of the NV-center given in section 2.4.4
will be used. In the last subsection the controllability of the nuclear
spin via the electron spin is shown by numerical simulations.
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7.1.1 Analytical Analysis: Spin S=1/2 with Nuclear Spin I=1
In the following the NV electron spin is simplified by a pseudo-spin
S = 1/2 which is coupled to a nuclear spin I = 1 via a hyperfine
tensor of a diagonal form. Because of the reduction of the electron
spin to a spin 1/2, the analysis can be done by geometric means.
It is assumed that both spins are exposed to a tilted magnetic field.
The tilt is with respect to the principal axis of the hyperfine tensor.
The analytical derivations in this section are based on an example
calculation of Ref. [101] (chapter 11.3, p. 521) which was given for an
electron spin S = 1/2 and a nuclear spin I = 1/2.
The Hamiltonian for the coupled spin system is given by:
H = geµB BzSz + PI
2
z − g14Nµ14N Bz Iz +
Axx IxSx + Ayy IySy + Azz IzSz . (24)
The first term is the electron Zeeman interaction, the second and
third terms are the nuclear quadrupole and Zeeman interactions. The
last three terms are the components of the hyperfine interaction. The
quantization axis of the nuclear spin is predominantly defined by the
quadrupole interaction. For example for a field strength of 100 G the
addition due to the nuclear-Zeeman interaction to the quadrupole
splitting is in the order of 0.1%. Thus it is assumed that the magnetic
field has no influence on the quantization axis of the nuclear spin
and the non-secular terms of the nuclear Zeeman interaction will be
neglected hereinafter. On the other hand, the electron-spin and its
quantization axis are influenced by the magnetic field. It is further
assumed that the external field seen by the electron is bigger than the
hyperfine interaction field, thus its quantization axis coincides with
the direction of the external field. The relation of the electron and
nuclear spin operators for the aligned and tilted cases are given by:
Sx = Sx′ cos θ + Sz′ sin θ
Sy = Sy′
Sz = Sz′ cos θ − Sx′ sin θ
(25)
Ix = Ix′
Iy = Iy′
Iz = Iz′ .
Here, it is assumed that the magnetic field has no components in y
direction just along x and z. Sx, Sy and Sz are the electron spin opera-
tors in the principal coordinate system defined by the hyperfine ten-
sor. Sx′ , Sy′ and Sz′ are the electron spin operators in the tilted frame
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defined by the magnetic field. θ is the angle between the magnetic
field and the z axis of the hyperfine tensor. As already mentioned, it
is assumed that the nuclear spin quantization axis does not change
due to the magnetic field. Inserting the principal axes transformation
of Ep. (25) into Eq. (24) yields the new Hamiltonian for the tilted case:
H (θ) = geµB Bz′(Sz′ cos θ − Sx′ sin θ) + PI2z′ − g14Nµ14N Bz′ Iz′ cos θ
+Axx Ix′(Sx′ cos θ + Sz′ sin θ) + Ayy Iy′Sy′
+Azz Iz′(Sz′ cos θ − Sx′ sin θ)
= geµB Bz′Sz′ + PI
2
z′ − g14Nµ14N Bz′ Iz′ cos θ
+Axx Ix′Sx′ cos θ + Axx Ix′Sz′ sin θ + Ayy Iy′Sy′
+Azz Iz′Sz′ cos θ − Azz Iz′Sx′ sin θ .
For the nuclear Zeeman interaction only the component of the exter-
nal magnetic field projected onto the z-axis of the nuclear spin princi-
ple coordinate system was taken into account. Non-secular terms con-
taining Sx′ and Sy′ will be neglected because they do not contribute
to electron spin dependent field changes of the nuclear spin:
H (θ) = geµB Bz′Sz′ cos θ + PI
2
z′ − g14Nµ14N Bz′ Iz′ cos θ
+Axx Ix′Sz′ sin θ + Azz Iz′Sz′ cos θ .
The last two terms represent an electron spin depended field acting
additionally to the external magnetic field on the nuclear spin which
can thus be expressed as:
Bx′ (ms) = Axx sin θ ·ms
By′ (ms) = 0
Bz′ (ms) = P− g14Nµ14N Bz′ cos θ + Azz cos θ ·ms .
For a precise analysis the zero-field splitting of the electron has to
be taken into account. Of course, this reduces the influence of the
external magnetic field on the quantization axis of the electron. But
still, because the electron spin reacts more sensitive on the external
magnetic field than the nuclear spin (if the zero-field and quadrupole
splittings are taken into account), the fundamental behavior is equal
to the case without the zero field splitting.
7.1.2 Numerical Analysis
Due to an external magnetic field, which is not aligned with the prin-
cipal axis of the hyperfine tensor resp. the NV-center’s symmetry axis,
the eigenstates of a spin are given by superpositions of the unper-
turbed eigenstates. Hence, it is possible to excite transitions which
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would be ‘forbidden’ in the case of an aligned field. By diagonalizing
the Hamiltonian of the spin system and calculating the correspond-
ing eigenstates the transition probability between different states can
be given quantitatively by using Eq. (12) of sec. 2.5.3. In the follow-
ing this analysis was done numerically by using the NV Hamiltonian
introduced in section 2.4:
Htot = He + H14N + HHF14N . (26)
The first term He is the electron Hamiltonian including the zero-
field splitting and Zeeman interaction. The second term H14N is the
nuclear Hamiltonian including the quadrupole splitting and the Zee-
man interaction. The last term HHF14N is the hyperfine interaction
Hamiltonian. The terms are specified by:
He = D
[
S2z −
1
3
S (S + 1)
]
+
geµB
(
BxSx + BySy + BzSz
)
H14N = P
[
I2z,14N −
1
3
I14N (I14N + 1)
]
−
g14Nµ14N
(
Bx Ix,14N + By Iy,14N + Bz Iz,14N
)
HHF14N = A||14N Sz Iz,14N + A⊥14N
(
Sx Ix,14N + Sy Iy,14N
)
.
The unperturbed eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian Htot (Eq. 26), ne-
glecting the non-secular contribution of the hyperfine interaction and
of the Zeeman interactions, are given in section 2.5.1 by Eq. (10). With
respect to the size, we rewrite the eigenvalues (for a magnetic field
of 70 G) in ascending order denoted by E
′
i in units of frequency (Ei
denotes the prior order).
|+1, 0〉 : E′1 = E8 =
D− 2P
3
+ ceBz (27)
|+1,+1〉 : E′2 = E9 =
D + P
3
+ A‖14N + (ce − c14N) Bz (28)
|+1,−1〉 : E′3 = E7 =
D + P
3
− A‖14N + (ce + c14N) Bz (29)
|−1, 0〉 : E′4 = E2 =
D− 2P
3
− ceBz (30)
|−1,−1〉 : E′5 = E1 =
D + P
3
+ A‖14N − (ce − c14N) Bz (31)
|−1,+1〉 : E′6 = E3 =
D + P
3
− A‖14N − (ce + c14N) Bz (32)
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| 0, 0〉 : E′7 = E5 = −
2
3
(D + P) (33)
| 0,−1〉 : E′8 = E4 = −
2D− P
3
+ c14N Bz (34)
| 0,+1〉 : E′9 = E6 = −
2D− P
3
− c14N Bz (35)
The analysis of the entire Hamiltonian is done numerically. The ob-
tained eigenvalues are sorted and assigned to the non-perturbed eigen-
values to figure out which quantum states correspond to the transi-
tions. In the following the numbers (i, j) indicate the indices of the
non-perturbed eigenvalues E
′
i ↔ E
′
j.
For the analysis the numerical computing software MATLAB1 was
used. As mentioned above, first the Hamiltonian was numerically di-
agonalized and the transition frequencies between all energy levels
were calculated. This was done for multiple orientations of the mag-
netic field with respect to the NV symmetry axis. The field was ro-
tated in the zx-plane alone since the Hamiltonian Eq. (26) is of axial
symmetry. Subsequently the corresponding probabilities of the tran-
sitions were calculated using Eq. (12). The results for the transition
matrix elements were plotted into a 3D graph which is shown in
fig. 43. The x-axis gives the field tilt θ, the y-axis the transition fre-
quency and the z-axis the absolute value of the transition matrix ele-
ment. In this figure only transitions with frequencies above 2.6 GHz
are shown. The black lines show the transition matrix elements of
the electron spin transitions |ms = +1〉 ↔ |ms = 0〉 and the transi-
tion |ms = −1〉 ↔ |ms = 0〉 are given by the blue lines. For the chosen
field orientation the first (black lines) are higher in frequency. The tran-
sition frequencies and matrix elements for three excitations matrices
are shown in the figure. Figure 43.a shows the results for an excitation
with
(
Sx + Sy
)
/2, fig. 43.b with Sx and fig. 43.c with Sy.
An excitation due to a field
(
Sx + Sy
)
/2 has similar results on
both electron spin transitions |ms = +1〉 ↔ |ms = 0〉 (black lines) and
|ms = −1〉 ↔ |ms = 0〉 (blue lines). All three excitation fields have
in common that the transition matrix elements of (4, 8), (4, 9), (5, 7),
(6, 7) and (1, 8), (1, 9), (2, 7), (3, 7) are barely affected due to the
tilted field. For these transitions the quantum numbers change by
∆mS = ±1 and ∆mI = ±1 (cf. tab. 2).
For an excitation with Sx the transitions (5, 8) and (6, 9) reach a
maximum for a tilt angle of ≈ 83° but than start to decrease and reach
a minimum at 90° (see fig. 43.b). The values of the transition matrix
elements for (2, 9) and (3, 8) continuously increase. For these transi-
tions the quantum numbers change by ∆mS = ±1 and ∆mI = ±2. The
transition matrix elements of (1, 7) increases while (2, 8) and (3, 9)
1 MATLAB R2010a, Trademark of The MathWorks, Inc.
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Figure 43: Simulation of transition frequencies and absolute values of transi-
tion matrix elements Mij =
〈
ei|M|ej
〉
for the NV electron spin for
different magnetic field tilts. The magnetic field had a constant
absolute strength of 70 G and was tilted in the zx-plane with tilt
angles θ ranging from 0° to 180°. No field was applied along the
y-axis. Only transitions above 2.6 GHz are shown. The numbers
in the brackets (i,j) assign the transitions to the corresponding
non-perturbed energy levels E
′
i ↔ E
′
j. Analytical expressions for
these are given by Eq. (27) to (35). The transition matrix elements
are given for different excitation matrices: in (a) for
(
Sx + Sy
)
/2,
in (b) for Sx and in (c) for Sy.
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first decrease slightly but reach a maximum for both at θ = 90° . The
matrix elements of (4, 7), (6, 8) and (5, 9) decrease with increasing tilt
Transition Quantum states Change of Quantum
numbers
Allowed Transitions:
(1, 7) |+1, 0〉 ↔ | 0, 0〉 ∆mS = ±1, ∆mI = 0
(4, 7) |−1, 0〉 ↔ | 0, 0〉 ∆mS = ±1, ∆mI = 0
(2, 9) |+1,+1〉 ↔ | 0,+1〉 ∆mS = ±1, ∆mI = 0
(3, 8) |+1,−1〉 ↔ | 0,−1〉 ∆mS = ±1, ∆mI = 0
(5, 8) |−1,−1〉 ↔ | 0,−1〉 ∆mS = ±1, ∆mI = 0
(6, 9) |−1,+1〉 ↔ | 0,+1〉 ∆mS = ±1, ∆mI = 0
Forbidden Transitions with strongly increasing probability:
(3, 9) |+1,−1〉 ↔ | 0,+1〉 ∆mS = ±1, ∆mI = ±2
(2, 8) |+1,+1〉 ↔ | 0,−1〉 ∆mS = ±1, ∆mI = ±2
(5, 9) |−1,−1〉 ↔ | 0,+1〉 ∆mS = ±1, ∆mI = ±2
(6, 8) |−1,+1〉 ↔ | 0,−1〉 ∆mS = ±1, ∆mI = ±2
Forbidden Transitions with weakly increasing probability:
(4, 8) |−1, 0〉 ↔ | 0,−1〉 ∆mS = ±1, ∆mI = ±1
(4, 9) |−1, 0〉 ↔ | 0,+1〉 ∆mS = ±1, ∆mI = ±1
(5, 7) |−1,−1〉 ↔ | 0, 0〉 ∆mS = ±1, ∆mI = ±1
(6, 7) |−1,+1〉 ↔ | 0, 0〉 ∆mS = ±1, ∆mI = ±1
(1, 8) |+1, 0〉 ↔ | 0,−1〉 ∆mS = ±1, ∆mI = ±1
(1, 9) |+1, 0〉 ↔ | 0,+1〉 ∆mS = ±1, ∆mI = ±1
(2, 7) |+1,+1〉 ↔ | 0, 0〉 ∆mS = ±1, ∆mI = ±1
(3, 7) |+1,−1〉 ↔ | 0, 0〉 ∆mS = ±1, ∆mI = ±1
Table 2: Level indices, quantum states and the change of quantum numbers.
The left column shows the indices of the non-perturbed eigenvalues
given by Eq. (27) to (35). The center column shows the quantum
numbers belonging the corresponding state. The column to the right
shows the change of quantum numbers of the transitions.
angle and reach a minimum for θ = 90° . For these transitions the
quantum numbers change by ∆mS = ±1 and ∆mI = 0. For an exci-
tation with Sy the overall behavior of the transition matrix elements
is similar to the case described above but the transitions |mS = +1〉
↔|mS = 0〉 and |mS = −1〉 ↔|mS = 0〉 are interchanged (cf. fig. 43.b
and fig. 43.c).
The simulation results indicate that the number of transitions with
absolute values > 0 of the transition matrix elements increases if the
NV-center is exposed to a tilted magnetic field. As was shown the
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values of the matrix elements differ depending on the quantum num-
bers which flip during the the excitation process. This points out that
a control of the nuclear spin of the NV-center via its electron spin
is feasible as will be underlined by the simulation results which are
presented in the next section.
7.1.3 NV Nuclear Spin Control via Electron Spin
Previous sections have shown that for an tilted external magnetic field
the effective field acting on the NV nuclear spin depends on the elec-
tron spin. In this case the control of the nuclear spin via the electron
spin is feasible as was shown by Hodges et al. [99] and Zhang et al.
[100]. Since the order of the control time depends on the size of the
hyperfine interaction terms (for the case of the NV-center, they are in
the range of a few MHz) this is a suitable technique. Thus, additional
equipment and high power in the radio frequency range, which is nec-
essary to control the nuclear spin sufficiently fast but is not always
feasible, is not needed. We show simulation results which emphasize
the controllability of the 14N nuclear spin via the NV electron spin
where the spin population of one nuclear spin sub-state will be in-
creased.
The time window of the simulation, which corresponds to the du-
ration of the pulse, was segmented and a set of density matrices ρin
for each pulse segment was generated. The index n indicates the n-th
pulse segment and i indicates the i-th configuration of frequency ω
and phase ϕ of the excitation field. The density matrices were calcu-
lated using:
ρin (t) = e
−i ∫ (H+H1)dt/h¯ρn−1ei ∫ (H+H1)dt/h¯ ,
which follows from the von Neumann equation. H is the entire Hamil-
tonian of the NV-center given by Eq. (26) without using the rotating
wave approximation. The excitation field is given by:
H1 =
1√
2
2piv1 cos (ωt + ϕ) Sx .
ν1 is the Rabi frequency and determines the field strength. For the n-
th pulse segment, one density matrix of the generated set was chosen
for generating the set of density matrices for the next pulse segment
(n+ 1). The selection criterion for the density matrices was to reach a
rising of the population of the |mI = 0〉 nuclear sub-state. Figure 44
shows the results of two simulations. We used the following parame-
ter settings for the simulations:
• the magnetic field tilt with respect to the NV symmetry axis
was 45◦,
• two frequencies were used, one was resonant with the |0〉 ↔
|−1〉 transition the other with the |0〉 ↔ |+1〉 transition,
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Figure 44: Simulation results of polarizing the 14N nuclear spin of a NV-
center by strongly modulating the electron spin state. The upper
row shows results of a simulation for a magnetic field strength of
B = 70 G, the lower row for B = 140 G. The columns show the
populations of the different nuclear spin sub-states. The dotted
line marks the initial equilibrium population. A population of 1
was assumed for the nuclear spin sub-states of the initial density
matrix.
• for each frequency a set of 20 pulses with different phases (equally
distributed from 0 to 2pi) were applied,
• Hyperfine couplings of A‖ = 2.15 MHz and A⊥ = 2.3 MHz
were assumed,
• a Rabi frequency of 40 MHz was assumed.
It is further assumed that the electron spin is fully polarized in the
bright state with a population of |0〉 〈0| = 1 and that the nuclear
spin is depolarized. For the sake of simplicity the nuclear spin sub-
state populations are given by 1 (instead of 1/3). Thus in case of a
polarized nuclear spin a maximal state population of 3 can be reached.
The initial density matrix is given by:
ρ0 =
 0 0 00 1 0
0 0 0

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ρe0
⊗
 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ρn0
.
Here, the first matrix is the electron spin density and the second the
nuclear spin density matrix. The ordering of the quantum numbers
of the density matrices is given in section A.2.
Figure 44 presents the results of two simulations which were aimed
to increase the polarization of the nuclear spin sub-state |mI = 0〉. The
simulations were done for two different magnetic field strengths. The
curves in the upper row show the nuclear spin population for an
absolute field strength of 70 G and the lower row for 140 G. The
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Figure 45: Proposal of a sequence to measure the nuclear spin polarization
after application of a SMP. The red rectangle indicates the appli-
cation of the strongly modulating pulse and the green rectangles
indicate pulses of the laser to polarize the electron spin system.
To verify the polarization of the 14N nuclear spin, a Ramsey se-
quence could be used.
columns indicate the populations for the nuclear spin states. As can
be seen the rate of population change depends on the strength of the
external magnetic field and increases with it.
7.1.4 Discussion and Conclusion
It has been shown that the effective magnetic field, which acts on
the nuclear spin, depends on the electron spin state, if both spins are
exposed to an external magnetic field which is tilted with respect to
the NV symmetry axis. It was also shown by numerical simulations,
using the entire time-dependent Hamiltonian of the NV-center, that
it is possible to polarize the 14N nuclear spin if a strongly modulat-
ing pulse (SMP) is used. The simulation results for two different field
strengths were shown which indicate that the rate of change of pop-
ulation increases with the strength of the magnetic field. With the
parameters used in the simulations the partial polarization of the nu-
clear spin was achieved on a time scale of 2 µs which would be in the
range of the T∗2 time of NV-centers in natural abundance diamond.
The usage of more sophisticated algorithms from optimal control the-
ory like GRAPE or KROTOV [102, 103] could probably generate faster
resp. more powerful SMPs. With these algorithms implementation of
an arbitrary control operations would be feasible.
To verify the polarization of the nuclear spin, we propose to use
the Ramsey sequence which follows the SMP and a laser pulse which
is needed to reinitialize the electron spin. A scheme of the proposed
sequence is given in fig. 45.
A
A P P E N D I X
a.1 orientation dependent odmr spectra
One of the most basic measurements with microwave excitation which
can be performed on a NV electron spin is the continuous-wave (CW-)
ODMR experiment. Here, the frequency of the microwave excitation
is swept continuously through a frequency range, and the NV cen-
ter is irradiated simultaneously by laser light. This sequence is easy
to implement and returns quickly information on e.g. the magnetic
field strength which is projected to the NV-symmetry axis and the
presence or absence of strongly coupled 13C. The advantage of the
sequence is that it is fast, so it does take a minute or less to mea-
sure a plot as shown in figure 46. The disadvantage of this sequence
is that the spectral resolution is limited due to power broadening of
the continuous microwave excitation and laser illumination. Higher
resolution is possible by reducing the excitation powers but this is at
the cost of an increased measurement time due to the reduced signal
intensity. Figure 46 shows the CW-ODMR spectra of two differently
orientated NV-centers which were located in the same spot of the
confocal setup.
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Figure 46: CW-ODMR spectrum of two single NV-centers possessing differ-
ent orientations with respect to an external magnetic field. Both
NV-centers were located within the diffraction limited focal spot
of the confocal setup.
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a.2 density matrix
The density matrix formalism is a convenient way to describe the state
of an ensemble of identical quantum systems. But it can also be used
to describe the state and evolution of a single quantum system as will
be done here. For a single quantum system which is in a state given
by the state vector |Φ〉 = ∑i ai |ψi〉 the density matrix ρ is obtained
by:
ρ = |Φ〉 〈Φ|
= ∑
i,j
aia∗j |ψi〉
〈
ψj
∣∣
= ∑
i,j
cij |ψi〉
〈
ψj
∣∣ .
Here, |ψi〉 are the i-th eigenstates of the quantum system. For i = j
the coefficients cii are called populations and describe the probability
of the system of being in the corresponding eigenstate. The total pop-
ulation is normalized i.e. ∑i cii = 1. For i 6= j the coefficients are called
coherences and describe a superposition of eigenstates.
Within this thesis we use the density matrix with the following
notation for the NV electron as well as 14N nuclear spin:
ρe,n =
 |−1〉| 0〉
|+1〉
 · ( 〈−1| 〈 0| 〈+1| )
a.3 dqc-cpmg data
The decay constants of the CPMG measurement for the DQC shown
in fig. 35 are gained by fitting the function:
f (t) = a · exp (−t/dt)4 + c ,
to the data sets. a is the amplitude, c the offset and dt the decay
constant. The raising parts of the data sets were ignored during the
fitting procedure. All measurements showed offsets in the range of
0.26 to 0.33 and amplitudes in the range of 0.15 to 0.25. The decay
curves and the fitting results for every data set are shown in fig. 47.
The fitted functions are given by the red curves.
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Figure 47: Decay curves of the CPMG measurements of the double quantum
coherences. The insets show the functions, which were fitted to
the data sets, and the parameters following from the fittings. The
red curves show the fitted functions. The value of the exponent ‘b’
of the exponential function was fixed for all the fits.
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S U M M A RY
In this thesis we have shown an experimental technique which we
have introduced to the NV-center community. This approach allows
the excitation of spins in a broad frequency bandwidth without the
need of high excitation power. We demonstrated the usefulness of this
approach by applying it to a single NV-center which was coupled to a
nearest neighbor 13C. Our measurements showed that the current as-
sumptions regarding the hyperfine tensor of this 13C are not sufficient
to explain the obtained spectra. As an example we compared the spec-
tra of a manually optimized Hamiltonian to the experimental spectra
which indicated that at least pseudo-secular and non-secular hyper-
fine components have to be taken into account additionally. We have
demonstrated the chirped Ramsey technique on the example of sin-
gle electron spins in the diamond NV-center, but the same approach
should also be applicable to other systems, where the excitation band-
width can be sufficiently large.
The survival time of quantum information in a quantum register
is a crucial issue. The coherence time of quantum information can be
extended by application of dynamical decoupling sequences. We ap-
plied the CPMG DD sequence to the single quantum transition of a
single NV electron spin in natural abundance diamond and yielded
a T2 relaxation time of up to 2.2 ms which is close the T1 limit of
≈ 4 ms. Additionally, we have examined the robustness of several
dynamical decoupling sequences with respect to pulse imperfections
and their performance with respect to arbitrary spin states. We found
that the recently introduced DD sequence, KDD, is remarkably robust
and performs well for arbitrary spin states. It is much less susceptible
to experimental uncertainties, such as flip-angle errors and frequency
offsets, than the simpler sequences CPMG and XY-4. We expect that
the KDD sequence will be used for many other purposes requiring
long coherence time, such as ac-magnetometry or to increase the life-
time of multipartite systems, including entangled states.
We also examined the performance of CPMG sequence on the dou-
ble quantum coherence of a single NV-center in a natural abundance
diamond of type-IIa. A theoretical analysis predicted [94] that the
coherence time of the DQC can be longer than for the SQC which
was called anomalous decoherence effect and was experimentally veri-
fied [95]. However, our measurements, which were also performed
on a single NV-center, did not show the anomalous decoherence ef-
fect. This discrepancy could arise from the simultaneous excitation of
all three electron spin transitions by the microwave pulses in our ex-
periment. Nonetheless the obtained relaxation of the double quantum
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coherence showed the same behavior as of the single quantum coher-
ence. Both increased linearly with increasing number of refocusing
pulses and converged to the T1 limit.
We presented measurements of the Hahn-echo sequence where
we observed electron spin echo envelope modulations (ESEEM). The
modulation frequencies showed relations to the hyperfine coupling
strength of adjacent 13C’s, which were obtained from the correspond-
ing Ramsey spectra. We examined the ESEEM signal by applying
CPMG sequences with increasing number of refocusing pulses to
the NV-centers and obtained modulations which showed a series of
equidistant frequency peaks. The frequency of the main peak was in-
versely proportional and the modulation depth linearly proportional
to the number of pulses. Further investigations e.g. for different ori-
entations and strengths of the external magnetic field might help to
clarify the shape of the ESEEM spectra. Hereby ESEEM could become
a useful tool to precisely determine the hyperfine interaction between
a NV electron spin and an adjacent 13C nuclear spin.
In the last chapter of this thesis we have analyzed the controllabil-
ity of the 14N nuclear spin of the NV-center via its electron spin. We
expect that the NV-nuclear spin can be of great importance in quan-
tum processor architectures based on NV-centers. Thus the nuclear
spin can be used e.g. as a cache for the quantum state of NV the
electron spin. Controlling the nuclear spin via the electron spin does
not require any additional technological equipment and the spin dy-
namics takes place on the time scale of the inverse of the hyperfine
coupling which is in the order of ≈ 2 MHz. We have demonstrated
that in a magnetic field, which is tilted with respect to the NV-center
symmetry axis, its nuclear spin can be controlled by its electron spin.
We performed numerical simulations, which were aimed to polarize
the nuclear spin. With the parameters used in the presented simula-
tions a partial polarization of the nuclear spin was achieved on a time
scale of 2 µs. Our simulations showed that for higher field strengths
the performance increases and we yielded a polarization on a shorter
time scale. The usage of more sophisticated algorithms from optimal
control theory like GRAPE or KROTOV [102, 103] could probably
generate faster and more powerful SMPs. With these algorithms im-
plementations of arbitrary control operations would be feasible.
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